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CHAPTER I 
WHAT THIS STUDY IS ABOUT 
Introduction 
This is a study of the distribution pattern of an Air 
Force monthly periodical, as lt circulates through the various 
military organizations on a typical air base. 
To the wri ters knowledge, this is a first attempt at 
trying to find out how a particular Air Force publication 
eventually gets t o the military reader on an a i r base. we 
know, tor example, that the majority, if not al l of Air Foree 
printed bulk materials is shipped fro• t wo sources. One, the 
Air Force Distribution Center in Washing ton, D.C., the other, 
a commercial pri n t er. Both sources ship direct to an Air 
Foree Publications Distri buti on Officer located at each of 
the hundreds of bases throughout the United States and overseas. 
We also know that each Publi cati ons Distribution Officer located 
on an air base has a different method of r edistri buti ng Air 
Force publicati ons to the various unite located on his base . 
Some units have an appointed publications clerk who pi cks up 
publications each day, every other day or once a week, direct 
from the Publications Distribution Officer. Other unita enjoy 
a acheduled delivery of all publication• direct from the 
Publ ications Distribution Officer to their unit. Regardleaa 
ot the method uaed at each base, we know for certain that our 
initial point or diatr1but1on begins with the Publication• 
Diatribution Officer . 
2 
The aeehanical aapecta or redistributing bulk Air Force 
publications froa the Publications Distribution Officer to the 
nrioue unite on a bau are therefore reaaonabl)' atandardized 
throughout the Air Po rco . Soa e aethod or peraon to place or 
poraon to peraon contact ia aade initially to get the publi-
cation• rroa the Publication• Distribution Officer to the unit 
concerned.. 
Por aoat Air Ioree publ1cationa, the diatribution pattern 
within aeetiono and unite i o a lao atandard operating procedure. 
Publications uoually are rece!ved by an a4a1n1otrat~Ye office 
1n any Air Porco organization. The adain1otrat1vo office 
uaually deteralnea, baaed on a atrength f igure, how aany eopieo 
of What publicat ione ahoul d go to what Uctiono, diviaiona, 
branches, etc., within the organization . Delaya in shipping 
publicat ions to other unite wi thin an organization wi l l and do 
occur. The l ength or del&)' and ita affect on eubaequent 
readerahlp 11 an operating hazard, and at tiaea , hao proved 
u barrasa1ng and cos tly to the Air .l'orce. Publicat i ons are 
uoually hand-carried through a aeaaage-center ayatea to other 
aectiona, branchea, diviaiona, etc., within an organi zati on. 
When publication• are received in a particular branch, for 
3 
exaaple, various methode are used to get the printed medium 
to the reader. Some are .arked specifically for persons by 
name and sent directly to thea. Others are ataaped with 
office symbols and circulated through the various offices 
whore persona place their in1t!als opposite their office 
ayabol after reading, and pass 1t on to the next office in 
logical sequence. Soae organizations place publications 1n 
a special reading tile and pass the reading f1le around for 
everyone to read and 1n1t1al. Line and maintenance organi-
zations have special Technical Order roo•• and. reading rooms 
where publications are filed. tor personnel to read.. 
We know, therefore, something about general bulk dis-
tribution patterns ot Air Porce publicat i ons on the majority 
ot our air bases. We have never act.ually taken one pa.rtieular 
publication and attempted to study ita d1atr1but1on cycle 
from the moment it arr1vea at a Publications Distribution 
Ott1cer•a warehouse until i t finally reachea ita intended 
auc11e.nce. 
ObJective ot thil study 
This then ie the obJective or thle theaia - to study the 
d.1atr1but1on pattern ot one particular Air Porco publication -
THE AIRMAN magazine. 
In addition to the •echan1cal flow or d1atr1but1on, this 
study will record changes in the number ot persona who see the 
magazine when the distribution is doubled and then cut in halt . 
The nuaber ot ailitary personne l who aee the magazine under 
the preaent distribution ratio or 1 copy tor every 10 persona 
will be compared with an increase to l copy tor every 5 and 
then a decrease to 1 copy tor every 20 poraona. This study 
will further answer ouch quea t ione as how long the aagaz ine 
is kept in the average reader's posseaaion; what a reader doea 
with the magazine after be i s finished with it; what articles 
are read; the degree or dittieulty in obtaining copies, if any; 
and many other queationa designed to detera1ne tho aagaz1ne ' a 
receptivity aa it circulates through the many a il1tary organi-
zat1ona on an a ir baee. 
Other studies in thla area 
While the writer found no distribution studies pertaining 
directly to that typa being conducted in tbia thea1a, he did 
t ind an 1ntereat1ng aer1ea ot atudlea conducted tor the Air 
Foree 1n 1951 - 19~ by a group ot Un1vera it7 or Vaah1ngton 
l 
aoe iologi ats. Theae aoeiologi ats were intereated 1n tind1ng 
out how ettectlve an air-dropped leaflet waa aa an inatruaent 
ot i ntoraat1on and perauaaion. 
1A three-year reaearoh proJect entitled "ProJect Revere•, 
headed by Proteaaor Stuart c. Dodd, Univeraity ot Washington, 
dedicated to basic reaearch 1n the field ot l eafle t operation. 
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The problea in th1a proJect vas aiaply how .any leaflets 
should be dropped on a target population to achieve maximum 
ettlciency in the dittuaion of a aeaaage.2 
The number ot leaflets dropped on the eight target 
co.munities ranged troa 325 to 37,600. The number tor each 
target vas deterained according to a ratio which atarted at 
one leaflet for every tour peo~le) a t the lower extreme, and 
doubled in seven additional steps to an upper l1a1t or 
thirty-two leaflet• per peraon.3 
The conclua1one ot thia teet indicated that doubling 
tbe number of leatlete dropped will not 1neure doubling the 
uoount ot coaaun.lca tlon or dittueion ot a s1veo loatlet aes-
eage. The reeulta ot thia teet clearly indicated that in-
creasi ng t he number or leatleta will increase contact and 
co~unlcat1on wi t h ever-decreasing 1ncreaenta to fora a curve 
of dlmi n1ah1ng re turn•. Aaa\UIII1ng therefore that at least 
one-halt ot the population auat know the ••••ase, dropping 
troa tour to eight leatlete per pereon over a target repre-
aenta the range or ltiaulation that achieve• aaxiaua efficiency 
in aeaeage d1ttua1on under the cond1t1ona apec1t1ed 1n th1a teat. 
2Laraon, Otto 
Baae, Al abaaa, 
3Ib1d., p. 3. 
6 
Leaflet Drop Patterns 
What was the relationship between the proportion of the 
total area of the target community that was covered with 
leaflets and the amount of difrusion that was achieved. An-
other test of ProJect Revere was designed to give information 
4 
on this question. Two seta o .f cotllll\un1t1es were used; one 
set included 3 cities each with a population of approximately 
30,000 people. The standard leaflet was used and dropped at 
a ratio or one leaflet per person on each target, With other 
factors held relatively constant, the leaflets were dropped 
in a spot or swath, or complete coverage pattern. That 1s, 
' 
in each aet or towns, the area covered 1n one target con&t1-
tuted about 10 to 15 percent of the total area. In another 
target about 40 to 50 percent of the area, and in the third 
target, about 90 to 100 percent of the available area. The 
maJor conclusion of this study was that increases in the 
area of the target covered by a constant number of l eaflets 
was not accompanied by significant increases in the amount 
of diffusion achieved. 
4DePleur, Melvin, L., Message Diffusion and Leaflet Drop 
Patterns, ProJect Revere Researc Digest, Ro., 53-174, 
KiXWe11 Air Porce Baae, Alabaaa, 1953. 
7 
Repeated Drops of Messages 
If a given nuaber or leaflets was divided into several 
consecutive daily leaflet drops rather than a si ngle large 
one, what will be the i .ncrease, if any, in message diffuaion? 
Another teat of ProJect Revere was aet-up to investigate thia 
question.S The hypothesis ot the study, suggested by pretest 
findings, stated that the amount of diffusion achieved by a 
given number or leaflets would be directly proportional to 
the number or consecutive daily repeated presentations. The 
data, collected by mail-back responaea, did not aupport the 
hypotheaia . In no oaae did the amount ot dittuaion achieved 
by the repeated preaentation treatment exceed that or the 
single presentation. 
Time Factor 
How fast doea a leaflet message spread through a popu-
lation? A compilation and analyais of data from several of 
the ProJect Revere teats was .ade to answer thia question.6 
Three general findings resulted troa these teats. Firat, 
the daily routine ot a population apparently had a cona1derable 
8 
influence on diffusion. Peaks in the diffusion proceaa were 
found at 8 t00 a .m., 2100 p .m., and 6:00p .m. Second, there 
was an indication that the greater the number or leaflets 
dropped, the more rapid the ra~e ot dit!uaion. That ia, when 
the conditi ons for direct contact with the leaflet were maxt.tzed, 
the diffusion rate was higher . Third, the probability that a 
person would learn a message by physical diffus i on (p i cking the 
leaflet from the ground), diminishes with time. 
Distance Factor 
From theoretical considerations and the results ot earlier 
studies of ProJect Revere, it becaae apparent that the number of 
persona to whom a message would diffuse would tend to decrease 
with the distance the person must travel to get the message, 
From these considerations a te,st ot ProJect Revere formulated 
a model intended to describe diffusion through a spatially 
distributed population, and the data were used in evaluating 
the diffusion model . 
In general, the model was tound to describe the data 
tairly well, indicating that the meseage tended to wane with 
some power ot the distance aa it traveled from person to peraon .7 
9 
CHAPTER II 
THE t.lRMAN MAOAZIJIE 
At this point the writer wishes to introduce THE AIRMAN Maga-
zine to both military and non-military readers of this study . 
Who is the magazine published tor? What are its obJectives? 
The resume that follows should give readers this information. 
The Objectives 
THE AIRMAN magazine was established as a tool to assist 
in accomplishing the internal information obJectives of the 
Air Foree. 
These objectives are officially listed in an Air Force 
Regulati on entitled, "Air Force Internal Information Program" •1 
To assist i n achieving the ultimate objective of the Air Force 
information program, wh ich is •to contribute to the effective-
ness of the Air Force in its role as an instrument of national 
policy", these immediate objec·tivea are necessary: 2 
a . To develop positive attitudes in trained. officers 
and airmen toward car~e~ aerv1ee in the Air Force. 
b. To instill in each Air Force member a sense of 
personal dedication to country and duty necessary 
for him to be a determined. member of the fighting 
force in war time, and efficient in his Job at 
all times . 
1Air Force Regulation 190-18, Air Force Internal Infor.ation 
Program, Department of the Air Force, washington, D.c., 14 April 
1959. 
2Ibid., p. 1 
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c. To provide each member with the background necess-
ary to make him an effective representative of the 
Air Force in the civilian community. 
d. To develop 1n each member an awareness ot hi& 
responsibility as a repreaen~ative of the United 
States in the foreign community when on overseas 
assignment. 
An Internal Information Tool 
THE Alfu~AN magazine is one of many media available to 
the information services officer (ISO) to be used in estab-
lishing an effective internal information program within his 
command . In addition to providing the Secretary of the Air 
Force, the Chief of Staff, USAF, and the Air Staff a readabl e 
and attractive medium through which they can apeak with a 
consistent voice on a ir power, this magazine presents enter-
taining and informative data of Air Force-wide interest to 
all personnel. 
THE AIRMAN magazine is published once monthly for a ll 
grades of personnel. The term, "Airman", is used in 1ts 
traditional definition, i.e., anyone associated with air 
activities, or specifically the Air Force. 
All members of the Air Force can submit material for 
publication and are authorized to correspond directly with 
the editor. Letters to the editor are answered individuall y 
and authors' names will be withheld if ao desired. 
THE AIRMAN magazine was .first printed in the fall of 
1957 in sufficient quantity to provide at least one copy 
tor every ten Air Force p~ople . Based on a fluctuating 
strength ot 850,000 to 950,000 members, approxl..alately 85 
11 
to 95,000 copies are published and distributed each •onth. 
Whether one aaga:ine tor every ten people is sufficient has 
never been ascer~a1ned by the off1e1ala ot the aaga:1ne . 
The writer is unaware or any Air Force s~d1ea concerning 
distribution rat loe. Several studies on readership of the 
magazine have been made by both the Air Foree and civilian 
concern. These will now be ex.aained to show why thiS a tudy 
on 41atr1bue1on waa deeaed necessary. 
Readership Surveys or THE AIRMAN Magazine 
Pro• an analya1a or aurvey results provided the w:-i t·er 
by the Analysis Section ot the Office or Intorm&tlon in 
Washington, the following information wa.e extracted from 
Tri-aMual Surveys relative to THE AIRMAN magazine .3 
3Analysls ot Survey Results, photostatic extracts, 
Analysis section, orriee of Inf onaation, Department of the 
Air Foree, Washington 25, D.c., February 1958, May 1958 
and May 1959. 
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Pigu.re 1 
Officers ' Rating Seale or THE AIRMAN 4 
Magazine as a BEST SOURCE OF INFORMATION 
Air Foree Times 
Internal Media 
Co....anders Call 
AIRMAN Magazine 
Base Newspaper 
Pamphlets AP News 
Review APRTS 
Ill 
: • : l9~ 
: : s 
'777 8~ 
: : : : :::n::::: 6~ 
ll~ 
: : ::: : :: 21~ 
1958 survey moozo 
4 ~., P• A-l 
1959 aurvey :;::::: : : 
1958: Of remaining 7~, other most noted 
was Stars and Stripes-~ 
1959: ot remaining 17~, others mos t noted 
inel~ded Civilian ne• spapers and 
magazinea-6~; other o!!ie1al publi-
cations incl uding the Daily Bu.l -
letln-4~ 
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Figure 2 
Air~~en Rating Scale of THE AIRMAN 
Magaz ine as a BEST SOURCE OF INFORMATIONS 
Air Force Times 
Internal Media 
Colll:llanders Call 
AIRMAN Magazine 
Base Newspaper 
Pamphlets AF H•~• 
Rev lew APRTS 
Slbid, p . A-2 
-
'I I I ~Ill I II I I I I I I I 5<>:' 
• • · •,l_Y~~-~ · · • · • • • • L 'f5~ . . . . . .... . .. . .. 
'I I '1£1 30% 
. . . . 
. .. . . 
....... 
. .. .... 40% 
1958 survey- ovmzzzz 
1958 survey ... ...... . . . . . . . . . . . 
1958: or remaining 2<>:', others most noted 
included Stsrs and Stripes-~; 
local newspapers-~ 
1959: or remaining 15~, others most noted 
i ncluded Stars and Stripes-5~; 
local newspapers-5~; other official 
publications including daily bul-
letln-4~ 
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After one and a half years of publication THE AIRMAN 
ll&gutne vas not too well-known aa evidenced by the follow-
6 
ing aurvey t1gurea taken tn February 1958 and Kay 1959 . 
Flgure 3 
Mill tary Viewers of' THE AIRMAN aag&Une 
after one and one half years ot publication 
I 
Ot!icera 
Airmen 
: : : : 1958: : : : : : : : : : : : : 45~ had not seen 
a copy 
:::1959::: 2~ had not read it 
mzzzt951Vaozzzzom 47~ had ~ 
seen a 
copy 
/1959/ 1~ had not read 1t 
ottl.cera 
airmen mmm 
Ibid., p. A-5 
Civilian Firm Surveys 
on February 19-24 , 1958, a readership survey was con-
ducted tor the Air Force by a eivilian consultant firm in 
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New York .7 The major purpose of this study was "to determine 
the extent of readership of selected advertisements and edi -
torial material 1n selected i ssues of the Air Foree Times, 
American Armed Forces Features, Base Newspaper and THE AIRMAN 
magaz ine circul ated within Ai r Foree bases throughou t the 
United States . "8 In addition, the study explored attitudes 
toward and regularity of reading of THE AIRMAN magazine. 
Three hundred and t wenty-f our airmen were interviewed 
individually r egarding their views abou t THE AIRMAN magazine. 
In eo=mencing the interview, the airman was s hown the study 
issues or Air Force Times, THE AlRMAH1 Base Newspaper, and 
Armed Forces Features and given an opportunity to say whether 
or not t hat spec1f1e issue had been read or "seen but not 
read" in the ease of THE AIRMAN magazine.9 On those i ssues 
which were read, standard Search Readership interviews ~ere 
conducted covering editorial material . 
and Staff, Consultants in Business Re-
8 I bld., p. l 
9 Ibid., p. 2 
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A aeries or special queat~ona about their attitude to-
ward THE AIRMAN magazine waa asked or the readers. ~ollow-
1ng this, all ainoen were asked about their readership ot 
the Baae Newspaper, to aake a coapara>!ve evaluation or the 
t wo publica>lbna. 
To underatand a little aore about thia survey, the 
three levels of editorial readerahip used muat be det1ned: 10 
a. Not ed: meaauraa those r eaders who had sean or 
read soae part or the article. 
b. Read Moat: aeaaures thoae readera who had read 
5~ or more or the body or the article. 
c. Read Soae: aeaaurea those readers who read aoae 
part or the body or tne article, e.g., lead- in 
paragraphs. 
•Noted~ and "Read Some" percentagea are cumulative, 
that ia, "Read Moat" percentages are included 1n "Read Some" 
and both are included in "Noted. • 
Six i ssues ot THE AIRMAN were published up to the time 
or thia study. Soae or the salient reaturea about awareneaa, 
readerahip and general eat1aatea or these publications vere:11 
a . 51.~ reported reading the January ioaue vhile 
36,5~ reported reading the Deeeaber iaaue. 
b. A nearly i dentical percentage reported •seeing but 
not having read" the December issue ( 13.~ and the 
January iasuel3.7~). 
10~ •• p . 5 
lllb1d.' p . 5 
c. Medi an average of four out of six issues. 
22~ reported reading all six issues. 
d. 29.3% reported they had difficulty getting a 
copy of THE AIRMAN to read . 
e. 85~ considered THE AI RMAN a publication for 
all Air Foree personnel . 
f. Best liked aspect of THE AI RMAN was that it 
11keeps one Ufr- t o-date on current Air Force 
devel opments' (32.1~); next liked were articles 
on careers in t he Ai r Force (9.~). 
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There was no one concentrated area of dislike regarding 
THE AIRMAN as a publication. Reasons for disliking were 
widely assorted and were more a ref lection of personal 
attit udes toward the Air Force rather than toward the publi -
cation . 
When questioned about the.ir main source of i nformation 
for latest Air Foree news, nearly 3 out of 4 airmen chose 
Air Foree Times; l out of 4 chose Base Newspaper; and l out 
of 20 chose THE AIRMAN magazine. 
When questioned further about the source tor fac ts 
about how the Air Force arteets one' s eareer1 again 3 out 
of 4 chose Ai r Force Times; l out or 7 chose Base Newspaper; 
and l out of 20 chose THE AIRMAN magazine. 
Table 1 represent s possession and readership of 
study issues of THE AIRMAN magaz1ne. 12 
No. 
"300" 
Current Issue 
Seen but 
Not Read 
No . 
95" 
No. 
~ 
Decellber Issue 
Seen but 
Not Read 
No. 
'9'lT 
18 
Note: The base ia the total nuaber or airmen 1nterv1ewed,693 
Table 1, Readers versus Non-Readers of 
THE AIRMAN Magazine 
12stareh Study, p. 7 
Table 2 represents editorial content read or noted by 
ai=en 1n the January 1958 issue . l3 
Percentage of Airmen 11Jho 
Rea <I Read 
~ 
Page Editorial I/o ted Sollie Most 
2 Lord, Guard & Quide The 76~ 47~ 31~ 
Men 'lho Pl y (Official 
AF Hymn) 
16 3 Table of Contents 42 26 
~ In T"nis Issue 34 18 13 Letters to the Editor 45 31 15 
5 ARDC-Guar<l1an of the 
Future 72 42 23 
11 Accounting and Finance M 42 29 13 Tope In Blue t~ 53 16-17 An Old Job and a New Year 88 51 
18 Stratotanl<er 36 26 21 
18-19 The Man on The "Plying 
Trapeze 11 81 ~~ 39 22 Airman • s World 76 28 
25 All Parts Mesh Like a 
Fine Swiss Watch in the 
Saga of AOCP and the 
Ready 36th 55 34 24 
26 The Great Transition 79 61 43 
30 Techniques 40 24 i~ 31 A Toast To The Host 41 26 
32 •• . Around the clock ..• 
Around The World Security 
is Your Job 61 45 41 
AVERAGE READERSHIP 61 42 29 
19 
Note: The base is the total n\llllber of airmen who read THE 
AIRMAN, 324. 
Table 2, Editorial Content Noted By Airmen In the 
January 1958 Issue. 
13starch Study, p. 12 
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Some further questlons asked durlng the Starch Survey 
l ncluded the following : 
Q. 
A. NUmber 
One i ssue 25 
Two issues 49 
Three issues 81 
Four ,l,ssuea 77 
Fi ve i ssues 19 
Sl.x i ssues 73 
MEDIAN HUMBER OF ISS11ES READ: 4.1 
Q. DoRkAR have difficultz setti~ AI. to read?I5 a coel 
A. 
No diff 1cul ty 
Some difficul t y 62 
Considerable d1f-
ficulty 33 
Not s t a ted 1 
Q. Do ~ou th5nk THE AIRJI.IAN 
mat ers?l 
OXJ2lains Air 
A. Mwaber 
For all Air Force 
personnel 243 
Mainly for off"icera 43 
Mal nly for 
Don't know 
l4_!lli. , p . 13 
l5,!lli. 
l6Ibid, 
airmen 33 
5 
Percent 
1.1f, 
15.1 
25 .0 
23 .8 
5.9 
22 .5 
of THE 
10.2 
0 .3 
Force 
Percent 
75~ 
13.3 
10.2 
1.5 
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Q. Wha t do you l i ke beet about THE AIRMAN?17 
A. N\llllber Percent 
Keeps one up-to -date on 
current Ai r Force de-
ve1opmenta (research 1n 
rockets and m1ss~lea) 104 32 .1~ 
Articles on careers 1n 
the Air Force 31 9.6 
Editorial f eatures 28 8.6 
Information about air-
craft (machinery , ..a1n-
tenanee) 24 7.4 
Stori es about exp eriences 
of airmen 17 5.2 
Good paper, l a.yout, 
p1c~urea, pho~ography 16 4.9 
Informa tion abou t other 
branches of t he Air force; 
other units, squadrons 12 3.7 
Cartoons 4 1.2 
No spec i a l feat~es, 
likes everyt hing 96 29 .6 
Don't like any thing 
(about TilE AIRMA:N) 3 0.9 
Don't know 24 7.4 
17 4 Ibid., p. 1 
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Q. What do you like least about THE AIRMAN?lB 
A. Number Percent 
Nothing disliked 203 62 .U 
some articles too 
technical for t he 
average airman 14 4.3 
Not enough Air Poree 
news coverage 13 4.0 
Editor ial features 10 3.1 
More for officers and 
their activities 9 2.8 
Builds up Air Foree 
too much for wha t 
a1raen get out of the 
aerv1ee -eareer art icles 5 1 ,5 
It is too hard to 
obtain a copy 4 1.2 
Too much is copied 
troll the Ai r Foree 
Times 2 0.6 
Miscellaneous (Personal &: non-
classifiable) 30 9.3 
Don •t know 37 11.4 
Note: The base is the total number of airmen with whom 
r eadership interviews on the current issue of THE 
AIRMAN were conducted, 324. The total is more than 
100 .~ as more than one an_awer vas given by a res-
pondent 1n some instances. 
18 !ll!!.·' p . 15 
Q. 
A. 
Which do you read to ~ind out the latest Air 
Force newe?l9 
Percent 
Air Force Time a 71.7% 
Base Newspaper 168 24.2 
TiiE AIR.'IAN 37 5.3 
Not any 21 3.0 
Not sta ted 5 0.7 
NOTE: The base ia the total number o! airmen interviewed, 
693. The total is 1110re than 100.0% as aome airmen 
said they read ~ore than one for the latest Air 
Foree news. 
Q. 
A. 
Which do you r ely on most for t he facts about 
how the Air Force affects your career?20 
Number Percent 
Air Force Times 511 73.7% 
Base Newspaper 102 14.7 
TilE AIRMAN Ill 5.9 
Not any 33 4.8 
Not stated 14 2 .0 
23 
NOTE: The base 1a the total n.umber of airmen interviewed, 
693. The total is more than 100.0% as some airmen 
said t hey r ead more than one for career i nformation. 
19.!!!.!.!!.' p. 16 
20Ibid. , 
Off ice of Information Readershi p Stu~y2l 
Introduction 
This recent study was made to provide feedback to the 
editor on readership, d i stribution and reader's rating of 
the publication. The atudy was accoaplished at selected 
s!tee by personal interviews with officers and a i rmen who 
were observed picking up the aagaz1ne and ecann1ng or readi ng 
it. Others were noted as taking the magazine with thea , 
Sites eelected included: (l) operat ions terminal and barbershops; 
(2) air passenger terminal; (3) squadron dayrooa: (4) dental 
clinic wai ting room; and (5) an isolated radar site. The 
attitudes and opin1ona of a!nnen were the aa1n subJect of 
th1a study as 1ntervlewa were acco.pl1ahed with 48 airaen as 
compared with only 12 officers. 
Highlights of the Results of this Study22 
.•• 96% of the airmen and 11 out of 12 officers rated the 
tnaga~ine "excellent" and. "fairly good." 
••• ~of the airmen and 4 out of 12 officers read something 
1n every iuue • 
.•. ~of the airmen and 8 out of 12 officers intervi ewed said 
that they normally obtained a copy of 'TilE URKAM ON 'THEIR JOBS. 
81% of the a1raen said that there was no problea 1n obtaining 
a copy. Six of the 12 officers, however, did not get a copy 
of the magazine while it was still current. 
21Analysis Section, Office of Intoraat1on, Readership of 
THE AIRMAN, Washington, D. C., April 1960. 
22Analys1s Section, 2E· c1t., p . 1 
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• . • The officers and airmen who said it was difficult to obtain 
a copy usual ly indicated that t he magaz ine was not received 
on-the-Job . If r eceived, on-the-Job, copies were insuffi-
c i ent to go around • 
. . . 3~ or the airmen and officers chose THE AIRMAN to read 
over 6 l eading national ugazines and the base newspaper 
while waiting for dental appointments • 
.• . "The 55/45 Air Force," "Man Wi t h t he Frozen Eyeballs" and 
ncheck R1de 11 were read mos t by officers • 
• • • "The 55/45 Air Force• and ".Letters to the Editor" do!Oi nated 
the reading by airmen regardless of grade . 
••• Airmen assigned adminis t rative duties appeared to have a 
more limited area of interest in their reading. Seven 
a rticles, mos tly t hose related to space and !lying, were 
not read by a irmen in this grouping • 
. Reasons for This Pare1cular Study 
In reviewing previous studies accomplished on THE AIRMAN 
magaz ine, a concentration on readersh ip of editorial c ont ent 
seems evident. The maJority of the surveys have g i ven in-
formation on what articles are read, what articles are enjoyed 
moat, how THE AIRMAN compares as an information-giving medium, 
personal opinions or t he magazine, how many issues have been 
read since publication in 1957, difficulty in obtaining the 
magazine, etc • . Only one survey touched bri efl y on the 
effects of d1strlbution.23 This study, conducted on a small 
scale, revealed that distribut i on is a problem and perhaps 
23supra., P . 24 
26 
accounts for why some 1~ of tne a i rmen an~ 4~ of the 
officers have diff i culty in gett i ng a copy of the magazine 
while it is sti ll current,24 Another study revealed t hat 
45~ of the offi cers and 47~ of the airmen had not seen a 
copy of THE AIRMAN after one and a hal f years of publ ication.25 
It is t he writer ' s op i n i on t hat distribution is a 
serious proble~ and perhaps a contributing fac tor to why 
many Ai r Foree people have never seen a copy of THE AIRMAN, 
or are not regularly seeing it . 
The remainder of this stu.~ will be organized as follows : 
a. Chapter III will discuss the design and conduct 
of the stu~ . 
b. Chapter IV wil l show the over-all results obtained 
by the questionna i res through a series of charts 
and tables. 
c . Chapt er v wi l l di scuss and analyze each ques tion 
of t he survey, 1nterelating data where appropriate 
with other tests used in t he survey. 
d . Chapter VI wil l present the conclusions reached by 
the wr i ter and any recommendations deemed necessary . 
2llsupra . , pp. 24-25 
25supra., p . 14 
CHAPTER Ill 
DESIGN AND CONDUCT OF THE STUDY 
Introduction 
Chapter I stated the maJor obJective of this thesis as 
a study of the di stribution pattern of a monthly Air Force 
periodical, THE AIRMAN magazine. 1 
Origi nal plans called for conducting this study at 
three air bases in the Hew England area. However. as a one-
man proJect, the writer was forced to limit himself to one 
base. The location chosen was Laurence 0. Hansom Fi eld, an 
Air Foree research center, situated on the outskirts of 
Bedford, Massachusetts. 
The mi ssion of the Air Force cambridge Research C~nter 
in Janua.ry 1960, when this study began, was t wo-fold: 2 
a. "'l'o conduct research and development ln ass i gned 
areas or electronics , geophysical sciences and 
human en$ineering to meet Air Force needs for 
information techniques, and equi pment in these 
areas ." 
b. "To provide for technical administration of the 
Lincoln Contract 1 and the necessary support of 
Lincoln Laboratory, and to pa.rt1elpate i n research, 
development and support of weapons and supporting 
systems as assigned." 
During the months to follow, a complete reorganization 
1supra ., p, 3 
2aase Guide Booklet, AFCRC ••• and You, Air Force Cambridge 
Research Center, Laurence G. Hanscom Field, Bedford, Maaa., 
undated, p. 7. 
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of the Air Force cambridge Research Center was undertaken. 
Names of organizations were ehan~ed, as well ae some minor 
miss ions. Since over half of the distribution study was 
conducted under the original mission obJectives and organi-
zational designations, the writer decided to complete the 
s~udy using the original mission obJectives, changing only 
the organizational titles to reflect the new designations . 
Therefore, all references to military organizations beginning 
in January 1960 through June 1960 will be to the new titles 
which officially were published on Air Foree orders on 1 
April 1960. Slight changes in miss i ons do not affect the 
over-a l l obJectives of thi s study. 
Basic Research Plan 
As in any s~udy, the multiplicity of things to look f or 
and do must be l1mi ted to a workable few. To bring thi s 
project down to a one-man, wo rkable size, the writer oon-
cerned h1maelt with the follow!ng areas of research on THE 
AIRMAN magazine: 
a. Some basic questions about distribution. 
1 . How many mil itary people see THE AIRMAN magazine 
each month? 
2. Where is the magazine predominantly seen? 
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3. How long from the time the magazine is distributed 
to an organization is it seen or read by military 
people? 
4. What do military people do with the magazine 
after reading or looking at it? 
;. What is the average length of time that military 
people keep the magazine in their possession? 
6. What articles are read and enJoyed most by t he 
readers? 
7 . Do military people have any difficulty in getting 
copies of THE AIRMAN magazine each month? 
8. If difficult to get, what makes the magazine 
difficult to get? 
9. How many regular mont h ly readers are there? 
10. If not regular monthly readers, how often do 
they read the magazine? 
11. Is THE AIRMAN considered a magazine published 
solely for officers, enlisted men, or all Air 
Force personnel? 
12 . Is the magazine available in acce&sable, con-
venient, places where personnel can find it 
to read? 
13 . If not, how and where should the magazine be 
made available? 
b. Distribution ratios. The writer was particularly 
Interested In testing distribution ratios versus 
readership participation. Is, for example, the 
present distribution ratio or 1-10 the ideal, and 
sufficient to insure maximum readership on an air 
base each month? No magazine, no matter how closely 
related to the interests, values and motivations of 
its readers, can achieve its effect if it is not 
30 
seen by the largest poss ible proportion of its i n-
tended audience. One obvious way to bring the maga-
zine to the a ttention of more of its audience is to 
i ncrease the number put i nto circulation. LlkewiaeJ 
if less copies can achieve the same results, the 
savings in printing and di stribution costa would 
be substantial. 
DUring this experiment t he writer tried three ratios 
of distribution, (1) the normal 1 copy for every ten men, 
presently being used in the Air Force; (2 ) an increa se to 
1 copy for every five 01en; and (3} a decrease to 1 copy for 
every t wenty men. The objective: to see what effect~ if any, 
t hese variati ons in numbers of magazines circulated would 
have on the readership. 
c. PhySical f l ow . Another segment of thi s study wa s 
devoted to actuallY fo llowing the physical f l ow 
of THE AIRMAN lll&gazines fro11 the time they l eft 
the Publica tions Distribution Officer, until a 
monthly cycle was compl eted, and the magazines 
ended up i n permanent file, trash cans, or sources 
unknown . 
To record this flow a "Progresa Chart," (see 
Appendix A), consisting of a series of blank spaces 
for each day or the month, was used. Thi s chart 
wae devised to ehow: 
1 . Distribution flow through each office, sect i on 
branch, etc., of military orga,n1zat1ona, during 
t he month. 
2. How many copies of the magazine reach each 
organization and on what days of the month . 
3· How long magazines remain in each channel of dis-
tribution before reaching the intended organiza-
tion. And the time necessary to filter down to 
each section, branch, office, etc._, of the 
organlza t1on. 
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4. 'onere magazines eveneually wind-up at the end 
of the mon~h, if possible to d i scern? 
5. If magazines pass from person to place, or from 
person to person . 
6. Time of arrival ot magazines at each headquarters 
administrat i ve office (A-day) and departure (D-day) to begin travel through the various 
seceions of the organization. 
Sel ecelon of Questi onnai re 
Two types ot quest i onnaires were designed t o measure re-
sponses of military personnel. The first type, an "On-The-
Spot" queseionnaire, (see Appendix B), was t o be administered 
by selected interviewers assi gned to t he various test organi-
sations. It was to be administered on a personal bas i s to 
determine who actually saw the magazine and to reflect accu-
rately what the reader could remember about ed i eori al content 
without a second look at the magazine to refresh hi s memory . 
The interviewer was requi red to observe mili t ary people readi ng 
the magazine and immediat ely thereaf t er administer the question-
nai re. Hence the name "On-The- Spot" was adopted to signify 
immediacy. This ques tionnaire reflec ted ~he followi ng informa tion ~ 
1. What the person reading t he magazine did with 
the copy immediaeely after reading. (This action 
was noted and wri t t en i n by the observer) . 
2 . Where the person obt ained the copy of the 
magazi ne he was reading. 
3. Whether this was the first time t he reader had 
seen a copy of that particul ar issue . 
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4. If not the first time seen, where else had the 
person seen a cop~ of that issue . 
5. was the person a regular monthly reader of 
THE AIRMAN magazine . 
6, It not a regular monthly reader, how often 
did he read it, 
7 . What articles had been read or scanned at t hat 
particular moment when interviewed. (Person 
being interviewed was allowed to name the t i tle 
of the article or describe it in his own words 
without looking at the magazine). 
8. What was on the cover of the particular issue 
of the magazine just read or observed , (This 
waa a memory ten t ·o cheek on format effective-
ness of front cover of magazine) , 
Data collected from the on-The-Spot interviews would 
also prove valuable aa a cross cheek with information obtained 
from other sampling procedures. 
The second ~uest1onna1re, entitled, "AIRMAN Magazine 
Questionnaire", was also baa!.cally designed to find out how 
many military people read THE AIRMAN magazine each month , 
(see Appendix C.) It followed the general question pattern 
described 1n the "Basic Research Plan" section of t his stu<ly . 3 
In addition to measuring responses of military people 
within each test organization v1th an "On-The-Spot" question-
naire, t he "AIRMAN Magaz ine Questionnaire" sampled single 
airmen living 1n barracks on the base and married officers and 
airmen l1v1ng 1n base housing . Also, approximately ten percent 
3supra., pp , 28-32 
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of both single an4 marrie4 airmen an4 officer• living off- base, 
were suple4. 
To comple~e ~he sa.pl1ng survey, over 300 4ependent 
wives or both officers an4 a1naen living on the base were 
personally interviewe4. Thlo 1n~erv1ev wao conducted to 
4eterm1ne whether THE AIRMAN magazine vao brought home by 
the husban4 and rea4 by the wife, or whether the wife had 
seen a copy elsewhere on the base. Each respon4ent was a ske4 
the following questiono : 
1. Have you oeen or read this particular isoue of 
THE AIRMAN a&&n1ne? (respondent wao shown the 
specific aonth'• issue or the aaaazlne). It 
yeo, what particular articles 4id you read? 
2 . Do you cono14er '!'liE AIRMAN aagazine too techni-
cal for you to rea4 an4 enJoy? (This question 
was aoke4 1f the respond.ent saw the specific 
issue). 
3. Woul4 you like to have your husband bring 
a copy or THE AIRMAN magazine home eaoh 
month !or you and the family to read? 
(experlaen~l chart follows) 
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Table 3 dep1e~s the over-all experimental 
design of the study 
Experimental 
Varieties MARCH APRIL 
Distribution normal increase 
Ratio 1-10 1- 5 
On-The-Spot personal personal Questionnaire interview i nterview 
Progress physical physical 
Charts flow of flow of 
magazines magazines 
AIRMAN Mag a - sample sample 
z1ne Question- single alr - singl e air-
naire men, married men} married 
officers and otf ic ers and 
airmen l1v - airmen 11v-
1ng on and ing on and 
off base off base 
Dependent Wives personal none 
Questionnaire i nterview 
Table 3, Experiment Design of the Study 
JUNE 
decrease 
1-20 
personal 
interview 
physical 
flow of 
magaz i nes 
sample 
single air-
men, marr1e d 
d officer s an 
airmen liv-
1ng on and 
oft base 
none 
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Selection of Military Organizations 
Before beginning the actual experiment 1t was necessary 
to deter.sine what organization& on the base to test . Baaed 
on a1aa1on obJectives and population size, tour organizations 
were chosen as being representative exa.plea or all organ!za-
tiona on the base. These four organi zation• included (1) 
an air base group; (2) a maintenance and service group; (3) 
an air control and warni ng squadron (ACW); and (4) a dis-
pensary (heal th clinic). Each had a different mi ssion res-
ponsibility, and toge ther they received the bulk or THE AIRMAN 
aagaz1nes di stributed on the base. 
The 3246th Air Baae Group consisting or some 44 officers 
and 460 airmen received 80 copies of THE AIRMAN magazine each 
month.4 The mission or the a1r base group was aa1nly one of 
housekeeping, consisting of the Ai r Police, Supply, Installa-
t1ona1 Transportation, Services, Co~unicationa and a Head-
quarters Squadron Section for adm1n!s trat!on.5 
The 3246th Maintenance and Service Group (K&S) wi th approx1-
aately 20 officers and 395 airmen received 50 copies of THE 
AIRMAN magazine each aonth .6 Its alssion waa one of support 
4strength figures obtained from Statlatica1 Services aa of 
the beginni.ng ot March 1960. F1gurea fluctuate about 5 to 10 per-
cent, give or tak•, each month due to tranatera, TDY, retirements, 
offici•l leave, etc. 
5aaae GUide Booklet,~· cit., p. 10 
6
strength Plgurea, ~· cit. 
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of the exper imental ac tivities of the Research Directorate 
and Lincoln Laboratory . It was the responsibility of t h is 
group to engineer and supervise the installation of equipment 
and other modifications designed by the Research Laboratories.7 
The 3245th Air Control and Warning Squadron ( Rxper), with 
approximately 60 officers and 228 airmen received 30 copies 
of THE AIRMAN magazine each month.8 This squadron has over 
20 operating loca tions supporUng the research and development 
of Systems Automatic Ground Envir onment (SAGE) . The squadron 
also support& civilian contractors, inc l uding Lincoln Labora-
tories and Mitre corporation.9 
The 3246th USAF Dispensary wi th only 14 officers (mos tly 
doctors) and some 57 airmen received 15 copies of THE AIRMAN 
each month.10 This uni t operates a small health clinic and 
all military persons and their dependents. 
A Public Relations Job to Perform 
An important feature of the experimental plan called for 
the full cooperation of all selected interviewers in each 
organization so that no undue mention of the experiment to 
military personnel would upset or change the established 
7 Base Guide Booklet, .!2£. ill· 
8Strength figures, loe. cit. 
9aaae Guide Booklet, loe. cit. 
lOstrength figures, loe. cit. 
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distribution pattern and schedule of the magazine. This was 
deemed necessary to prevent the reader from becoming "magazine 
conscious• and making special efforts to seek out the magazine 
or attempt to change the regular d i stribution pattern. The 
writer was also cautiou.s to prevent his influence fro:n dis-
turbing the distributi on pattern. This a t times became awk-
ward especially when t he writer found some organizations t hat 
did not know how many copies of THE AIRMAN magazine were re-
ceived each month, and di d not know where and in what quantities 
these magazines were further d~stributed to other s ect i ons in 
the organi zation. Cooperat i on generall y during t he three-month 
period was fairly good. In some instances personnel became 
conscious of the survey and did make special efforts to seek 
out the magazine. This was espec ially noticeable duri ng the 
month of June when the di stribution rati o was cut l -20 and 
only half of the normal amount of magazines circulated through -
out the test organizations. 
A Pilot Test 
Prior to the actual experiment which began with the March 
1960 issue, the writer conducted a test experiement with the 
January 1960 issue. The uni t selected was a troop carrier wing 
attached to the Fourteenth Air Force, and was assigned as a 
tenant unit on the base. Mission-wise, this wing had no t hi ng 
to do with any of tho other organizations on tho base and 
vas isolated tar enough away fro• t he selected teet organiza-
tions so that neva or the pilot tes t experiaent would not 
likely cr eep lnto the final experiment and spoil the results, 
The fact that the maJority ot wing personnel were reservists 
and perror=ed their duty tour on weekends helped fUrther to 
confine the news or the teat to that organization. 
As a tenant organization a nd because of ita reserve 
a ission, the wing only received 60 copies or THE AlRKAN maga-
zine tor approx!aatoly 900 a1l1tary personnel assigned. ThiS 
reduct!on 1n copies i s tar enough away froa the • t rue normal" 
or 1 copy per 10 aen to quality as a reduced distribution 
ratio month in evaluating results or the entire study. 
A month pri or to this pilot t es t, the writer alerted tho 
Publications Distribution Officer to i nform hlm when THE AIR-
MAN magaz i ne arrived from the dis tribution source in Washington. 
This was necessary so that copies going to the troop carrier 
wing could be numbered tor ident~fication purposes aa they 
flowed through the various units or the wing. On the 4th or 
January t he writer numbered all copies or THE AIRMAN magaz ine 
and placed them i n tho troop carrier distribution box l ocated 
in the Publications Dletribution Oftlcor•a warehouse. 
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On the 6~h or January these publications were picked-up 
by a troop carrier administrative airman , He hand-carri ed them 
to the administrative office of the wing where all copies 
were placed in ~he unit mai l boxes. By the 14t h of January, 
al l copies had been picked up by unit mail c lerks and hand-
carried to the 25 branches and sec~ions of the wing . 
Results of the Pilot Test 
An analysis of t he "Progreae Chart;s" being zna1nta1ned 
i n the various sections of the troop carrier ving revealed 
the foll owing information four weeks after the magazines were 
first pu~ into wing distribution channels: 
1. Copies of THE AIRMAN were received 1n the various 
sections and units of the wing between the 6th 
arrival day (A-day) and the 14th of January. 
Approximately 5 to 6 days elapsed from the time 
magazines were put in unit mail boxes by the 
administrative office, until all sections in the 
wing received them. This delay wa s attributed 
to the erratic pick-up schedule of the unit 
mail clerks , 
2. Over 8~ of the magazines remained in the sec-
tions, branches and offices f or one day or 
l onger before being passed to the next section. 
Less than 1~ were filed permanently. 
3. Over 75~ of the magazines pass from person to 
~. This means that mil1ta.ry personnel pick 
~e Magazine from their desk, reading file , 
distribution box , "1n-baakettt J and either put it 
back where they got it from or initial 1 t and 
pass it on to the next section . 
bO 
4 . Each branch, aection and office in the wi ng 
received their magazines baaed on strength 
figures, i.e., one copy for approximately 
every ten aen. The largest section (Engineering) 
received 10 copies and several or the saal l er 
un~ta only one. {One officer 1n char&e of a 
&a1ntenance section refused to allow the survey 
in his aeetlon. He flatly stated that THE AIRMAN 
or any other magazine waa no t allowed 1n his 
section since reading would 1ntarrer with work 
accomplishment.) 
5 . Four weeks arter the magazines had been dis-
tributed to all sections in the wing, the writer, 
on an inspection tour, could only find 16 out or 
the original 60 copies distributed. TWo copies 
were tiled 1n the Technical Order Rooa. One 
copy wao on displ$y 1n the Office or Information. 
The original copy sent to the co=ander of the 
wing (a tull colonel) was stil~ 1n the •in-
basket• on hie desk. 
One copy waa on the first eergeant•a desk 1n 
the a da1n1atratlve office. TWo copies were 
round 1n a crew room, one with a cover ~iasing 
and showing much wear and tear. Three copies 
were located in a maintenance office. TWo copies 
were round in a hangar, also the worse-off for 
wear. Another copy was lying on a window sill 
i n the mena• rest room. Two copies were lying 
on a table in the operations branch. The last 
copy wae round in the wing eupply rooa. Nobody 
could accurately account tor the remainder. 
Baaed on the high percentage or personnel WhO 
reported on the trial "THE AIRitAII llagaz1ne 
Questionnaire•, ;hat they would ;ake a copy hoae, 
the writer assumed that some found their way into 
the homoa ot many people . And, ot course, some 
could nave been thrown into trash barrels, how-
ever, the writer o n several oocas1ona cheeked 
the trash barrels and could find no copies there. 
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Three weeks after t he magazines had been in circulation 
throughou t the wing, the writer sampled the officers and airmen 
with an "Airman Magazine Questi.onnaire". This questionnaire 
was the trial balloon and the rorerunner of the revised edition 
shown 1.n AppendiX c. 11 After studying the results of the 
trial questionnaire, many questions were reworded, some el1-
ainated, some added, etc •• 
The results obtained from the trial questionnaire re-
vealed the following data: 
l. Q. 
A. 
Where did yo{ see the January 
A!RMANiiiagaz ne? -
i ssue of THE 
Number Percent 
Over desk through normal 
distribution 
Technical Order Room 
Fl ight Room 
Day room 
Eng1neer1.ng Office 
Dispensary 
Rest Room 
Maintenance Office 
Orderly Room 
crew Room 
Flight Line 
Didn't see it 
117 
21 
19 
16 
21 
7 
7 
l 
6 
5 
91 
36.4~ 
6.5 
s.9 
4.9 
6.5 
2.1 
2 . 1 
2.1 
1.9 
1.9 
1.5 
28.2 
NOTE: The base is the total number of personnel who 
completed and returned a questionnaire, 322. 
11 Supra., p, 32 
2. 
NOTE: 
3 · 
NOTE: 
4. 
Q. 
A. 
'rhe 
the 
Q. 
A. 
iihH did yn do with the ~of THE AIRMAN 
magazine a erreadlng or~!ilg at It? 
Number Percent 
Initialed it and passed 
20 .~ it on to next section 48 
Returned magazine to 
44 .6 where I found it 103 
Passed it to a f r iend 65 28.2 
Threw it away 2 0 .8 
Filed 1t 10 4 .4 
Put in on displ ay 2 0 .8 
Kept personally l 0.4 
base is the total number of people who saw 
January 1ssue 1 231. 
How ~ did yoyl<eep 
in your possess on? 
~ AIRMAN magazine 
Number Percent 
15 minutes or les s 72 31.1J 
30 1111nutes 78 33 .8 
1 hour or longer 35 15 .2 
l day 33 14 .3 
2 days l 0.4 
3 days 3 1.3 
1 week ~ 1.~ Filed permanently 2. 
The base is the total n~~ber of people who saw 
the January issue, 231 . 
Q. 
A. 
It more copies of THE AIRMAN magazine were 
avallable wouldy ou: -
read lt more often 
read it more thoroughly 
read 1e less thoroughly 
take a copy home 
distribute wider so more 
people could read it 
destroy H 
Number 
T 
8 
132 
23 
4 
Percent 
22 .0jt 
26.0 
2 .2 
41.3 
7 .2 
1.3 
NOTE: The base is t he total number of personnel who 
completed and returned a questionnaire, 322. 
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5. Q. 
A. 
NOTE: The 
the 
6. Q. 
A. 
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llhen did you read or see a conv of THE AIRMAN ll&gi'zine'? - - - - =<L - -
Number Percent 
Don' t know 75 32 . 4~ 
Pi.ra t two weeks of January 94 41.2 
Last two weeks of January 62 26.4 
base i8 the total number of people who saw 
magazine, 231. 
Is THE AIRMAN magazine available in a con-
venient place for your reading pleasiir...-r-
Yes 
No 
Don' t know 
Number Percent 
188 
91 
43 
sa.~ 
28.2 
13.6 
NOTE: The base is the total number or personnel who 
completed and returned a questionnaire, 322. 
7. Q. 
A. 
If you answered NO to previous question (No. 6) 
wnere would you like to ~ THE AIRMAN placed? 
Office where I work 
Day room 
Technical Order Room 
Crew Room 
Maintenance Room 
Rest Room 
Number 
29 
15 
31 
8 
6 
2 
Percent 
32. O',t 
16.5 
34.0 
8.8 
6.6 
2.1 
NOTE: The baee 18 91 the total number or people who 
answered no to ques tion number 6. 
8. Q. 
A. 
Do ! ou reel that the greaent distribution ratio 
or eypy forevecy-1 military j1ersons Is 
iUtfic ent~ Inaure~at lou will see or read 
!. ~or 'ritE AIRMAN iiiigiz ne "each iiiOntli?-
Yea 
llo 
Don't know 
Huaber 
T 
9 
KOTE: The baae is the total nwaber or personnel who 
completed and returned a questionnaire, 322. 
Analysi s of Trial Questionnaire 
Some or the salient feat~·· about the distribution or 
the January 1960 iuue of THE Ail\MAH uguine were: 
a. 71.7~ reported seeing the January iasue. 28.3~ 
did not see the January issue. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
r. 
)6 .4~ reported seeing the January issue co~• over 
their desk through normal distribution channels. 
The Technical Order Room (6.5~) and the Engi neering 
Office (6.5~) were reported aa the next best places 
~here the January issue was seen. 
44.~ reported putting the magazine back from where 
they got it . 28.2~ passed the magazine on to a 
friend. 
The aYeroge t1ae that persons kept the magazine 1n 
their possession was rroa 15 to 30 minutes. 
hl.~ reported they would take a copy or THE AIRMAN 
home if more copies were available. 4~ would read 
it more thoroughly and more often if more copies 
were available. 
g. 58 . 2~ reported that THB AIRMAN was available i n a 
convenient place for their reading pleasure. 
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h, 34~ of the 91 persona who reported that THE AIRMAN 
was no t in a convenient l ocation wanted the maga-
zine placed in the Teehnieal Order Room. 32~ wanted 
the magazine distributed to the office or section 
where they worked. 
1. 57.1~ reported that the present distribution ratio 
or 1-10 was not sufficient to insure that they wou.ld 
got to see a copy each month. 
A Good Proving Ground 
The pilot teat was a good proving ground for discover ing 
deficiencies in the original study procedure, The trial 
questionnaire contained many poor questions which elicited 
11 ttle or no responses of value. Many had to be revised, 
aoae ol1a'nated entirely and others added. 
Introduction 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS OF THE STUDY 
Dur ing the three months or the actual experiment, the 
writer gathered a great deal more than statistics about the 
distribution habits of THE AIRMAN magazine. 
Attitudes, oft-hand opin1ons 3 criticisms about Air 
Force distributi on policies, "gripes" about the Air Force 
"paper mill" and even remarks that the writer ·•as waoting 
his time compiling results which the Air Staff would never 
act on to correct, were commonly heard. The writer has 
attempted to record the flavor of these remarks and many are 
included 1n Appendix D to this study. 
Some of the information for this s~udy ~aa gathered 
through persona l observation. The bulk came from the 
11 Progress Chart&," "on- The- Spot" Questionnaires, "Airman 
~\agazine Questionnaires" , and interviews with hundreds of 
Air Force wi ves. This data has been extracted and translated 
into easy-to-read tables and charts. 
over-all organization of Chapter IV 
The results wil l be presented in five parts each Wlth 
their own sections according to the rollow1ng: 
l. Physical flow ot magazines and the findings or 
the "Progress Char ts• maintained by the !'our test 
organi:at1ons during the three-month period. 
(Sections I, II and III .) 
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2 . Presentation of finding• baoel1 on the "On-The-Spot" 
questionnaires conducted by interviewers within 
the tour test organizations. 
3. Queation by question discuasion and findings or 
"THE AIRMAN Kagazine Quoa tionnairea. 
4 . Results of distribution ratio variations over 
the three-month period. 
5. Results of interviews with Air Porco wives . 
PART I - RESULTS OP THE PHYSICAL FLOW 
SECTION I - THE MARCH EDITION 
NOTE: D1str1but1on was l copy for every lO persons 1n March 
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The 3246th Air Base Group 
As a housekeep ing unit the a 1r base group supports the 
headquarters complex with such services as supply, trana-
poreation, co~~un1cat1ons, tnstallat1ons, air policy, family 
housing, commissary, base exchange, persona l services and 
medical faoilitiea. 1 
Eighty copies of the March issue of THE A~~ magazine 
were pl aced in t he group's publications box (located in 
Publications Distribution Officer's warehouse) on 11 March 
1960. A runner from the aazinistrative services section 
picked up the magazines on the following Tuesday, 15 March 
and hand-carried all copies back to his section. All 
magazines were in the director's shops by the 18th of March. 
Analysis of the Air Base Group Progress Charts 
The Air Base Group was the largest of the four organi-
zations tested . Scattered throughout some forty acres of 
base area are over 50 branches, d1v1s1ons and sections of 
t he four directorates. The writer received some 30 progress 
charts from these various units from which the following 
information about the March cycle waa extracted: 
1 SuPra., P . 35 
1. Copies ot TH.E AIRMAil were received in the various 
sections , branches and divisions of the group 
between the 18th (A- day) of March and the 4th of 
April. Approximately three we eks elapsed from 
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the time magazines were received by the group 
administrative section until units 1n the field 
received the=. Several branches reported no copies 
received in J~arch . O'thers did not receive the 
March issue until the first ~eek in April. 
2. More than 8~ of the magazines remained in the 
sections and branches for one day or longer before 
being sent to the next section. Less than 5% were 
f iled permanently. 
3 . Over 7~ of the magazines passed from person to 
place, i .e., persons received them through some 
sort of a message center delivery service, and 
di&posed of them in a similar manner by "out-
basket" delivery service to other branches and 
of'f1ces . 
4. The larger of the directorates (Operations and 
Material Services) r eceived 25 copies each of 
THE AIRMAN. These directorates, with as many as 
17 branch sections under their Jurisdiction, were 
lacking 1n efficient methods for redistributing 
these 25 copies to their branch sections, It 
appeared to be a 11h1t-or-m1ss" propoa1~1on . There· 
fore, so~e branches received only one copy, which 
in turn had to pass through as many as 1 different 
offices, soMe physically separated 1n different 
buildings. The writer can only speculate that dis -
tance plus the size of en organization has a lot 
to do with efficient distribution. Larger organi-
zations require a more streamlined system designed 
to get publications to the lowest echelons within 
the organization wi th ~he same efficiency an« speed 
as smaller units. This was not evident in the 
air base group study. 
5. The flow of magazines through the various branches 
and sections of the group during the month looked 
something like this. 
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a . One copy circulated through the Vehicle Trans-
portation Branch from the 29th of March to the 
5th of April. After that it could not be found. 
b . Two copies started through Base Operations on 
the 28th of ~£rch, one remained in the Form 5 
Section for t wo days and disappeared. The 
o ther found its way into the mens ' rest room 
and remained in a reading rack until the com-
pletion of the survey on 11th of April. 
c. One copy was received in the Proficiency Flying 
Branch and read by three people on t he 4th of 
April . on the 5th of April this copy circulated 
to the Plight Records Section where four airmen 
and t wo civilians read it. This copy remained 
here until eomp~etion of the March survey. 
d. one copy reached the Construction Unit Supply 
Branch on the 4th of April. This copy went to 
the briefing room on the afternoon of the 4th. 
On the 5th it went to the requirements section 
and on the 6th to the warehouse building where 
it rema ined unt:il Friday the 8th of April. It 
could not be located after that date. 
e. Another copy was received by the Patrol Branch 
of the Air Police Division on the 5th of April, 
It was displayed on the traffic counter and re-
mained there until the 14th of April. 
f. One copy reached the Preventive Ma intenance 
Branch on the JOth of March . It was read by 
one airman and left on his desk for others to 
read. On the 31st this airman passed the 
magazine to ano·ther airman who read 1t briefly 
and took it wit!h him. 
g. 
h. 
1. 
J . 
k . 
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On t he 24th of March the Maintenance Standardi-
zation and Tra i n ing Branch received one copy 
of THE AIRMAN . On the 25th another copy appeared. 
Both cop i es circulated through the section and 
were there on the 31st of March. 
The SUppl y Di vision received one copy on t he 
24th of March which wen~ from the Pre-Issue 
S~ock Section to the Ordering Section on the 
25th. It could not be located after that date. 
One copy was r eceived at ~he Comnissary Office 
on the 4th of April and rema ined in this office 
until compl etion of the survey. 
Three copies reached the Management Branch on 
t he 28th of March. One copy went to the Engineer-
ing Section on the 29th and could not be found 
after that. Another copy went t o the shops and 
disappeared the same day, The last copy was 
read in the Management Branch by one airman on 
the 28th of March. Ke passed the magazine to 
another airman on the 29th, who in turn passed 
it to another airman in the same office on the 
30th. This airman sent the magazine to the 
Roads and Orounda Section on the 31st . On the 
4th of April the observer noticed an airman 
reading the magazine 1n R & G Section. He 
glanced t hrough the pages quickly, stuck i~ 1n 
his pocket and departed. 
The Director ot Instal l ations received three 
copi es on the 28th of March. The observer read 
one copy and pasaed 1t ~o the Ground Power Shop 
where an airman picked 1t up and walked off. 
Another copy was tound 1n the Meso hall being 
read by several airmen at the table. on the 
8th of April only one eopy remained 1n the 
Installations office. 
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ooservers in all sections of the Group noticed that the 
magazines tended to move rather rapidly through the sections 
during the first two weeks after they were received from 
the A~~inistrative Services Section. The last two weeks saw 
the magazines remaln more in the sections or they disappeared . 
Quite a few were picked up oy military personnel and apparently 
taken home or to the barracks, 
The J245th Maintenance & Service Group (M&S) 
The M&S Group, whose mission was one of support to 
civilian contractors, had 50 copies of THE AIRMAN magazine 
placed in their distribution cox (PDO warehouse) on the llth 
of r~arch. 2 The magazines did not reach the Headquarters 
Squadron Section for further redistribution until the 18th 
of March. 
Analysis of the M&S Group P~ogress Charts 
The M&S Group was composed of four maJor divisions: 
maintenance, airborne research, supply and operations. Some 
fifteen branch sections were assigned to these divisions, the 
maJority being aircraft maintenance type units with locations 
in hangars and on the flight line. These maintenance personnel 
turned out to oe the pooren observers of THE AIRI'IAN magazine 
and the writer only received about eight progress charts at 
2 Supra., pp, 35-36 
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the end or the March eurvey. Information gleaned from these 
charts provided the tollowlng tacte about the March distri-
bution pattern: 
1 . Coplea or THE AIRMAN reached the Headquarters 
Squadron Section (A-day) on the 18th or ~~h. 
Seven da1a want b1 between the t1aa aagazine& were 
put in PDO d1atrlbutlon box until the adainistrative 
section in the group received them. Most of the 
sub-branches did not receive any .agazines until 
the 24th or March. This indlcatea a delay ot siX 
days from the t1ae the a~niatrative section re-
ceived thea from the PDO until copies appeared at 
lower achelone . 
2. Leas than~ of the aagazinea reaained in the 
branchaa and aections tor one day or longer before 
eireulatln& to other sections. About ~were filed 
pel'&nently. 
3. More than 5~ or the JUintenance personnel saw the 
March laaue in the Tecbnleal Order Rooa or Plight 
~om. ---
~ . over 85~ or the magazines paased rroa person to 
place. In thls case most or the maintenance per-
sonnel picked up the magazine in acme maintenance 
activity, e.g., Technical Order Room, Flight Room, 
Engineering Office, etc., and left the magazines 
there arter reading it. 
5 . One copy received in the Headquarters Squadron Section 
on the 24th of March was read by an a~nistrative 
starr sergeant and on the following d&J read by the 
first aergeant and ~o of his aeeietanta. On the 
28th or March this copy was g1ven to the adJutant . 
This ott1cer kept the magazine in his desk until 
the survey was over . 
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a. Three copies reached the Fighter Branch on the 
28th of March and were placed in the pilot's 
lounge on the 29th. These copies disappeared 
within the next four days. 
b. one copy -·as received in the ~ual1ty Control 
Branch on the 24th of Karch and read by three 
airmen on that day. This magazine lay untouched 
until the 30th when two civilians were observed 
readi ng it. It was read by two airmen on the 
6th of April and was still i n the branch when 
the March survey ended. 
e . Five copies were received by the Operations 
Division on the 24th of March and three of these 
were sent to the TWo - engine and Multi-engine 
branches. TWo of these copies circulated through 
the Operations Division for six days and one copy 
r emained at the end of the survey. The three 
copies going to the engine branches were placed 
in the Technics~ Order Room and one copy was 
stil l there when the survey ended. 
d. Three copies went to Airborne Research on the 
29th of ~~rch. The evening of the 29th, one 
copy was found ~n the trash can. An airman re-
trieved this copy and took it with him. The 
other two copies were sent to the Design Engineer-
i ng and ProJect Research branches. Both of these 
copies were read by several airmen and civilians 
and disappeared during the next three days . 
Observers in the maJority of the maintenance sections 
noted that personnel did not have much time tor reading on-the-
Job. The maJority of the reading performed by K&S personnel 
consisted of Air Force and group regulations and tochnical 
order changes requiring aircraft modifications. Observers 
also noticed that perso~~el old very little reading during 
their morning and afternoon coffee breaks . 
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The 3246th USAF Dispensary 
The dispensary, with a Mission for caring for the 
health of all base personnel~ was chosen as a teat organ1· 
zation to compare 11med1eal-type personnel" reading habi ts 
versus "line of the Air Force" type.3 Since this was also 
the smallest organization tested, it gave the writer a chance 
to observe whether distribution ot the magazines functioned 
more efficiently in a smaller organization as opposed to 
the larger type . 
Analysis ot the Dispensary Progress Charts 
The following information was learned about Dispensary 
diatributiont 
1. The Administrative Services Branch received fifteen 
copies or the magaz1.ne on the 14th of March, This 
was only one working day from the time all the maga-
zines were placed iR the PDO distribution boxes and 
represented the fastest arri val time of all organi-
zations tested. Magazines were placed in PDO boxes 
on Friday, 11 March,4 The Administrative Services 
Branch received copies on the fol l owing Monday, 
14, March. 
2, More than 9<>:' of the magazines remained in the 
branches for three or more days. Magazines recei ved 
by the various branohes had a tendency to remain 
within the branch, leaving at short intervals, but 
always returning, Only one copy was filed permanently, 
3 Supra., p . 36 
4 Supra., p, 49 
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3. More than half of the 14 doctors assigned to the 
dispensary were observed reading the magazine 
during the March survey. 
4 . More than 5~ of the magazines paased from person 
to person during thla survey. This indicated a 
closer •race-to- face" working situation among per-
sonnel which was not observed 1n any of the other 
organizations. Dispensary personnel had a tendency 
to read the magazine, point out an interesting arti-
cle or item) and pass the magazine to another person 
to read . 
5. One copy went to the chief of the dispensary (Lt. Col.) 
and remained on his desk until the end of the Karch 
survey . 
a. 
b. 
One cqpy arrived in ~he registrars office on 
the 16th of March and was read by two airmen. 
That night the sergeant 1n charge took the copy 
home. He brought the copy back the next day 
and it was passed around the office. Three 
airmen read that copy on the 17th of March. On 
the 18th, the sergeant in charge again took the 
magazine ho~e for the weekend. He returned it 
on Monday morning, the 21st of March. This 
copy Journeyed to the barracks that night and 
was returned the following day. On the 23rd 
the magaz ine was returned to the sergeant in 
charge where it remained for the rest of the 
survey. 
Five copies remained 1n the Administrative Services 
orderly room and were read by three airmen working 
in the office, including the first sergeant. On 
the 22nd of March one copy was still on the first 
sergeant ' s desk~ one on the orderly room counter 
and another on an airman's desk ~ the fourth copy 
-had disappeared. ay the 25th of March four copies 
appeared on the orderly room counter and remained 
there until the end of the survey. 
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o. Two copies arrived at the Dental Clinic on the 
21st of March. For the next three days these 
copies were read by five doctors working in the 
dental clinic and by four airmen. on the 25th 
of March one copy was placed in the patient's 
waiting room where it remained for the duration 
of the survey. The o ther copy was filed perman-
ently . 
Moat or the observers stated that THE AIRMAN Magazine 
was well- received 1n the dispensary and that personnel went 
out of their way l ooking for copies. It was also noted that 
mos t of the military read the magazine on-the-Job after tour 
o'cl ock in the afternoon. It was discovered that this was the 
beginning of the slack period since most ot t he patients had 
departed by that hour. 
The }?45th Air Control and Warning Squadron (ACW) 
The ACW Squadron with over 20 operating locations 
supports the research and development of Systems Automatic 
Ground Environment (SAGE).5 Thirty copi es of THE AIRMAN 
magazine wer e received by the chief cl erk on the 24th of March. 
These copies came from the M&S Oroup, whose Job it was to 
supply all publications to the ACW squadron. These copies 
were placed in section boxes located in the ACW orderly room 
for hand-delivery to approxlzately five maJor sections in the 
squadron. 
5suera., p . 36 
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Analysis of the ACW Squadron Progress Charts 
Information extracted from charts maintained by four 
of the maJor sections of the squadron revealed the following 
data about the March distribution pattern: 
1 . COpies reached the squadron orderly room from the 
group on the 24th of March. Thi s was seven days 
from the time magaz1nes were put in PDO d i stri bution 
boxes. Cop1ea ot the magazine& were received by 
some of the sections in the squadron as late as 
28th of March. 
2 . More than 85~ of the magazines remained in the 
sections for a week or longer . Magazines did not 
show a tendency to pass from sect i on to section 
quite as rapidly as in other organizations tested. 
3. Over 75~ of the magazines passed from person to 
place, i.e., persona returned them vo desks, lounge 
cha i rs, files, etc., after readi ng. De l ivery was 
also affected through normal distribution channel s. 
4. More than 5~ of the magazines were placed l n al naen 
and officers lounges locat ed l n the squadron. 
5. TWo copi es were received in t he Experimenta l sage 
Direction Center on the 25th of March. These 
magazines were read by several airmen and offi cers 
on the 25th. On the 29th of March a copy was placed 
in the officers lounge and one in the airmen l ounge. 
~ the 6th of April both cop i es were missing from 
the lounges . 
a. Two copies were delivered to t he Trai ning Section 
on the 25th of March. These copies circulated 
throughout the $ec tion f or seven days and were 
still in t he section when t he March survey ended. 
6o 
b. Three copies reaehed the Electronics Laboratory 
Surveillance Resear ch Branch on the 28th or 
March. Two ottieers were observed reading copies 
on the 29th of March. On the qth or April these 
copies ware placed 1n the ready room and remained 
there until the end or the survey. 
Observers noticed that THE AIRMAM aagaz1nes were read 
on-the-Job and that aoet copies reaa1ned Within the sections 
arter received from the ch1e1' clerk 1n tho orderly room. It 
was also noted that aeveral or the section• placed copies of 
the magazines in lounge• tor the reading pleae~re of their 
persoMel . 
PART l - RESULTS OF THE PHYSICAL FLOW 
SECTION II - THE APRIL EDITION 
NOTE: D1str1but1on was l copy for every 5 persona 1n Aprll 
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Introduction 
By pre-arrangement with officials in Washington the 
writer had an additional quant~ty of IIIAguiJ>es shipped to 
Laurence o. Hanacoa Pield 1n April. Thio was necessary so 
that distribution to the teat organizations could be doubled, 
allowing the writer to teat a l - 5 distribution ratio . The 
rirat shipment or 100 magazines arrived on the 11th of April. 
The remainder did not arrive until the lSth of April . con-
sequently, copiea or the April i ssue were not put into 
organizational distribution boxes at the PDO warehouse until 
the 18th of April. 
The J246th Air Baae Group 
The Air B&ae Group received 160 copiea or the April 
issue or THE AIRMAN magazine . Theae copies were placed in 
the PDO dist ributi on box on the 18th of April. Delivery 
service to the adlll1niatrat1ve services eeetion 1n the Head-
quarters Squadron Section waa effected on the 19th or April. 
HOwever, the abnormal quanti~ of 160 copieo confused the 
order ly room clerk and he left the aagaz1nea in the orderly 
room until the 22nd or April . w~en questioned later by the 
writer, the clerk admitted he didn't know what to do with all 
the copies so he finally Juat aent each section and branch 
t wice the amount they normally received. 
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Analysis of the Air Base Gro~p Progress Charts 
The following information vas gathered from the April 
progress charts: 
1. Arrival day (A-day) at the group orderly roo= vas 
18th of April. Magazines resained in orderly room 
for four days before distribution (D-day) was ~de 
to the varioua branches and sectiona or the group. 
Some branches did not receive magazines until the 
27th or April. 
2. More than 7~ or the magazines remained in the 
s ections and branches for one week or longer. Since 
more copies were avai lable, peraonnel tended to 
keep extra copies in or on top or their desks, in 
distribution baskets, etc . , apparently to read at 
their leiaure. 
3- More than 9~ of the magazines paned rroa pe:-son 
to place. 
4 . More than 8~ of the group peraonnel sav the 
magazines at their place of work. Less than ~ 
f iled magazines permanently. 
5 . The Director of Personnel Services received 20 copies 
of THE AIRMAN on the 25th of April. Due to the in-
creased distribution each branch and section received 
t wo to three copies or the APril iaaue. 
a . The Education Branch received t wo copies on the 
26th or APril. ~•o airaen working in the section 
read theae magazines on the 26th and both copies 
remained in the branch until the end or the 
survey. One copy waa put on d1aplay vith educa-
tional literature and college placement pamphlets. 
b. The Houaing Branch received two copies on the 
26th of March. Both copies paaaed through the 
hand• or the three airmen working in the office 
during the next four days. On the 3rd of May 
one copy was placed on a file cabinet, the other 
put on diaplay ~n the family aervicea room . This 
location later proved to be the favorite spot where 
Air Jorce wives gathered and aaw the aagaz~e. Both 
copiea remained ~ the Houaing Branch un~1l the end 
or the aurve:;. 
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c. Two copies were received by the Recreati on 
Branch on the 25th of April . The noncommissioned 
off icer in charge of the Service Club read a copy 
on the first day of its arrival and left it on 
his desk. This copy disappeared the next day. 
The other copy was displayed 1n the reading rack 
along with many of the leading co~ercial publi-
cations such as LIFE, TIME, LOOK, SPORTS AFIELD, 
ESQUIRE, etc •• This copy was still in the rack 
when the survey ended. 
d. Some forty copies of THE AIRMAN arrived at Base 
Operations on the 25th of APril. The Proficiency 
Flying Branch received three copies on the 26th 
of APril. One copy was read by an airman on the 
afternoon of the 26th. He placed the magazine 
on his desk after reading it and it was picked up 
by another airman within the next ten minutes. 
This airman glanced at the contents briefly and 
put the magazine back on the desk, One copy was 
found in the mens• rest room on the 28th of April. 
This copy remained in a rack on the closet door 
throughout tpe period of the survey. Another copy 
remained on an officer 'S desk for t wo days and could 
not be found after that. 
e. Ten copies were sent to the Communications Division 
on the 25th of April. Three copies went to each 
of the three branches under the division on the 
27th and 28th of April. These copies circulated 
through the branches for three days and were round 
on the desk's of various military personnel at the 
end of the survey. 
f. The Air Pol1oe Divis ion received seven copies on 
the 26th of April. Three copies each went to the 
Security, Patrol and Confinement Branches. Only 
two copies could be found on the traffic counter 
at the end of the survey. 
Observers in all sections reported more copies of THE 
AIRMAN were seen in April then in previous months. Hovever, 
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they also reported that readership of the magazines didn't 
aeem to increase even with aore magazine• around. At least 
1t appeared that no 110re than the usual nu.ber or people were 
seen reading or looking at the aagas1reo during the April 
aurvey. Several obaervera reported finding cop!ea of the 
aagaz1nes 1n waa te baakets and in the TV lounge rooas of 
eeveral of the barraoka. 
The 3245th Maintenance 4< Service Group (M&S) 
The Ml<S Group received approx1aately 100 copies or THE 
AIMAH JUgaz1ne troa the PDO distribution box on the 25th or 
April. The ada1n1atrat1ve clerk 1n the Headquarters Squadron 
Section beeaae alaraed over the excess nu.ber or copies received 
and phoned the PDO thinking a aistake had been aade. He received 
a prompt reply from the PDO "this is what we got fro~ washington 
thia month buddy , so I gueaa· you're stuck with thez." (The 
writer had arranged th1a comment with the PDO prior to the 
April distribution 1n caae or any quer1eo rro. the organization•). 
Analyall of the MAS Oroup Progress Charta 
A review ot the April progress charta for the MAS Group 
revealed the following data: 
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1. Copi~a or the magaz~nes reached. the Head.qllart era 
Sqlladron Section orderly room on the 25th of April 
(A-day). Dlle to the excessive qllantity received, 
copies were not placed in branch and. section boxes 
until the following dey. Soae branches did not 
receive eop1ea until the 28th or April. 
2 . !'.ore than 7~ ot the JOagaz1nes ruained. in the 
branches and aectlona for three days or longer. 
Due to extra copies~ eirculaeion to other sections 
was red\lced. and. i n some cases not aade at all. 
3. More than 6~ or the maintenance personnel saw 
t he April iSS\le in the Technica l Order Room or 
Flight Room. 
4. More than 8~ of the magazines passed. from person 
to place. Tech Order Rooa, Plight Rooms, Engineer-
ing offices were the poplllar resting places for 
most ot the ll&gazln.es. Abollt 5~ were flled in 
Tech Order Rooaa . 
5 . Four copies of THE AIRMAN were kept 1n the orderly 
room and scanned by the ad.a1n1atrative starr on 
the first day, 25 April. One copy went to the 
grollp commander and remained. 1n his office tor t wo 
days, After that , this copy went to the depllty 
commander and. then to the grO\lp execllt1ve officer. 
Two copiea were round on desks within the orderly 
room attar the Sllr vey ended. 
a. Three copies reached the Armament & Electronics 
Ma intenance Branch on the 26th of April. One 
copy went to the Maintenance Standardiz.at1on 
Branch on the 27th or April and was c1rclllated 
throllgb the branch during the next t wo days. 
This copy collld not be round after the fourth day. 
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b. Base Flight and Transient Maintenance received 
t wo copies on the 26th of April . These copies 
circulated through the hangars and in and out 
of the maintenance shops for five days . One 
copy was still 1n the maintenance office after 
the survey. 
c. Airborne Research received s1X copies, two each 
of which wen t to the Design Engineering Branch 
and Project Research Branch on the 27th of April. 
The sergeant, chief of the administrative section, 
scanned one copy on the 27th and left it on his 
desk. I t was picked up by an officer on the 
following day and taken out of the section. Two 
copies were found 1n Airborne Research after the 
survey. 
d. The Supply D1vi.sion receiVed six copies on the 
28th of April. Two copies went to the Property 
Control Branch on the same day. Two others went 
to the Y~terial Handling Branch the following 
day. several civilians were observed looking 
at magazines in the Supply Division on the 28th 
of April . Only one copy could be found after 
the survey. 
e. Two copies each went to the Two- engine, Multi-
engine and Fighter branches on the 25th of April. 
Three of these copies disappeared during the 
next five days .and one copy was found 1n the 
Tech Order Room after the survey. 
Observers noticed a few more copies of the magazines than 
usual in the many sections and branches of the Y~ Group during 
the April survey. However, no more than the usual readership 
acti vity was noticed i n spite of the extra copies. One airman 
commented to an observer, "what happened to the Air Force this 
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month, did they get an extra appropriation or money fro• 
congress? I haven't see an AIRMAN aagaz1ne ror three months, 
Today, three copiea caae to our section. I J~at can't f igure 
this screwy d1a~r1but1on.• 
The )2-6th VSAP Diapena&rl 
The di spensary received 30 copiea of THE AIRKAN on the 
morning or 25 April. No co.ments were made about the extra 
copies and the administrative clerk proceeded to fill all 
branch boxea with do~ble the amo~ta nor.ally received by 
each branch . 
Ana:lyais of the D1apenaary Progreso Charta 
The following data was t aken fro• prosreaa charts re-
turned by t he variaua branches of the USAP Diapenaary: 
l . 
2 . 
3. 
4. 
Arrival day {A-day) at the Administrative Servicea 
Branch orderiy room was 25 April. Magazines were 
placed in branch distr i bution boxea on the same 
day and many branchea received copiea on A plua l, 
26 April . All copies reached the branches by 28 
Apr1l, (A pl~.a 3) . 
Over ~ ot the magazines reaalned in the branches 
for three or more days. Extra copiea were taken 
out or the branchea and leaa than halt ware returned. 
Eno~h copiea were available to give one copy to 
every three doctors on the starr. 
Leas than 5~ or the magaztnea paaaed from person 
to person during the April aurvey. With more copies 
available, persona tended to hold their copy and 
kept them 1n deake, "1n-baaketa" and file cabinets. 
5. On the 25th of April four copies arrived in the 
orderly room. One eo~y was placed in the f irst 
sergeant 1 s "in-basket . ThiS copy remained in 
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t he sergeant's basket for three days. Another copy 
was picked up from the first sergeant's desk by an 
airman on the 26t h of April. He glanced through it 
and returned it to the desk. On the 27th one copy was 
found on a filing cabinet in the orderly room and 
another copy appeared in the medical supply section. 
Fi ve copies were sent to the Dental Clinic on the 
26th of March. These copies circulated through the 
&taff aec~1ons and were seen or read by more than 
half of the doctors. TWo copies were pl aced 1n the 
pati ent ' s waiting room on the 28th of April and were 
still t here when t he survey ended. 
Observers in al l sections s tated that sufficient copies 
were available and that many were being taken home or to the 
barracks by both officers and airmen. Several persons made 
comments that too many magazines were available and suggested 
that the distribution be cut down to one copy for every 15 
or 20 persons. 
The 32~5th Air Control and warning Squadron (ACW) 
The ACW Squadron received 53 copies of THE AliiMA!I magazine 
from the group on the 26th of April. This was seven copies 
leas than called for under the 1-5 ratio. This shortage was 
the only one noted during the three month survey. No reason 
could be given for the shortage. 
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Analysis of the ACW Progress Chart a 
Information froa the s ection progreso charts revealed 
the following information: 
1 . Arrival day (A-day) of aagazinea to the ACW orderly 
roos waa 26 April . Distr~bution to the various 
section• began on the 26th and waa coapleted on 
the evening or the 27th or April. Only one day 
elapsed from A-day at the group until A-day at the 
squadron. only t wo days paaaed until all sections 
or the squadron received their copies. 
2 . More than 7~ or t he magaz ine• remained 1n the 
section• for at least four daya. K&gaz1nes again 
remained in aections for longer periods of tiae 
and did not paaa rroa section to section as rapidly 
as 1n other organization• teated 4ar1ng thia survey. 
3. More than 75. ot the aagazinea paaaed rrooa person 
to place. Meaaenger service between the orderly 
roo• and the eect1ona was uaed ~xclua1vely for 
initial delivery . 
4 . More than 6~ of the April iasuea were placed 1n 
r ecreational lounges used by both officers and 
airmen . 
5 . The Communications and Electron1ca Branch mailed 
more than half or their 15 copies to radar lites. 
Pour copies reached the Elec tron1c a La bora tory 
SUrveillance Reaearch Branch on the 27th or April. 
TWo copiea were placed 1n the ready roooa on the 
28th. One of tbeae disappeared on the 5th of May. 
The other ra&ined 1n the ready rooa until the end 
of the survey . TWo copies circulated through the 
branch tor a week and were read by tour a1r=en and 
three officers. Both copies were atill in the 
branch when the survey ended. 
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a. The Training section received tour copies on 
the 28th or Apr~l. An airman was observed 
readin& a copy on the 29th or April. He placed 
the .agaz1ne on his desk when finished and 
another &iraan picked !t up . This a1~ kept 
the 11Ag&z1ne for two days and paaaed 1t to an 
officer who reques ted to see a copy. At the 
completion of the survey, t wo copies were still 
1n the Training Section. 
b. The Direction center received two copies on 
the 28th of April. One copy was found in the 
Weapons Section t wo days later. The other 
copy remained in the Center. 
General remarks made by personnel in the ACW Squadron 
to observers at the conclusion of the April survey included: 
"Saw plenty of AIRMAN aagaz1nes ln ~ section this 
month. • (Staff aergea.nt 1n Comauoicationa a.nd Electron-
ics Branch). 
"Finally had a chance to take a copy ho•e without 
feeling that I waa depriving aomeone elae of the 
chance to read it. • (Of:ficer in Direction Center.) 
11F1rat time I 1 ve seen a copy 1n over aix months." 
(Ai rman in Tracking Section.) 
"I'm glad somebody finally realized that our section 
should be on diatribution for this magazine.• (Officer 
1n St.ulation Section.) 
PART l - RESULTS OF THE PHYSICAL FLOW 
SECTION III - THE JUNE EDITION 
NOTE: Distribution was l copy for every 20 peraona in June 
• 
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Introduction 
In March the writer made arrangements with the PDO 
to reduce the distribution o~ the June edition of THE AIRKAN 
ugaz!.ne by one-halt or the nol:'!llal a..ount. In other words , 
the four test organizations would receive one aagazine for 
every t wenty military persons instead or the customary one 
copy for every ten persons. 
This June experiment was the final or the series of 
three, which began with the normal distribution ratio or 
1-10 in March. 
The 3246th Air Baae Group 
The Air Base Group received 40 copiel or the June issue 
or THE AIRMAN magazine . This was 40 copiea leas than that 
received under a 1-10 cUatribution ratio. Copies were placed 
1n the PDO distribution box on the lOth or June . The Head-
~uarters S~uadron Administrative Services Section did not 
receive theae eop1ee until the l~th of June. The orderly 
room clerk shelved these magazines for an addi t ional three 
days waiting for more to arrive fro• the PDO. 
Analysis of the Air Base Group Progress Charta 
Seve:ral of the progreu charts were retu.rned with the 
following notation• written across the front: 
"No copies received this month, so I couldn't fill out 
the progress chart." 
"our branch did not receive the June iaaue or 
THE AIRMAN magazine." 
"No magazines available this .anth," 
Normally ~o to SO Progresa Charta had been returned 
from the organization• during the months or Karch and Apri l. 
The Air Base oroup returned approximate ly 18 charta tor the 
June survey from which the following pa ttern was noted: 
1. Arri val day (A-day) at the Headquarters Squadron 
section orderly room was 14 June. Distribution ( D-day) from the or<1erly room to the various 
directors, branches and section• was 17 June (A plus 3) . 
Moa t aectiona received tbei~ June eopiea the week 
or the 20-24 June. 
2. More than 8o,C or the IO&gaz1nea reaa1ned 1n the 
seetionl &nd branches for two d&ya or less. W~th 
so few copies available personnel were tol~ to 
pass the cop1el on as soon as poaaible. Even with 
a shortage of magazines, personnel kept copies 
lying on desks and "in-baskets" as per usual. This 
can be partly attributed to the bulk distribution 
system which allows THE AIRMAN to mix with the 
majority of other Air Force publications. 
3. More than 8o,C of the magazinea paaeed from person 
to place. 
A. More than 6~ of the group personnel aaw the aaga-
zinea in their lhopa or offices. Leta than 1~ were 
filed permanently. 
5 . Each or the four directorates received ten or leas 
copiea Of the June edition. With a Shortage of 
copies, the administrative clerk in the orderly 
room attempted to divide the magazines equally ac-
cording to aection strength. 
a. The Personnel Services Directorate received 
seven copies on the 20th or June. Two copies 
were kept in the directorate and five were 
distributed to eight branches on the 21st of 
June. Three of the eight branches did not 
receive a copy ot the June iaaue. 
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b. One copy reached the Personal and Paaily Affairs 
Branch on the 22nd of June. It was placed on 
the counter next to the housing index file and 
re.ained there until the 29th or June. It could 
not be found after that date. The one copy 
received by the Recreation Branch was read by 
the non-com in charge on the 22nd of June and 
placed in the magazine rack on the 23rd. This 
copy was sti l l 1n the rack when the survey ended. 
c. One copy reached the Housing Branch on the 21st 
or June and circulated through the branch for 
three days. On the 27th or June 1t was placed 
in the taa1ly services rooa and was st~ll there 
when the survey finished. 
d. TWo copies arrived at the Air Police Division 
on the 2llt of June. One copy wae read by two 
sergeants on the 21st and passed to the Security 
Branch on the 22nd. Tho other copy went to the 
traffic counter on the 21st and remained there 
for three days. It could not be round after that. 
e . Pive copies went to the Inatallat1ona Directorat e 
on the 20th or June. Three branchee under this 
directorate did not receive copies of the June 
!aaue. 
r. Only t wo copies reached tho SUpply Division on 
the 22nd of June. One copy remained in the 
Supply D1v1a1on, the other was sent tc the 
Management and Frocedurea Branch. Neither eopy 
could be round at the end or the aurvey. 
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Since the group vas the la.rgeat of the four test organi-
zations it appeared to suffer more from the decreased dis-
tribution ratio. Observers reported that more than a third 
of the branches and sectlon$ received no copies or the June 
issue . ~~Y sections called the group orderly room asking 
for copies. Many persons went to the base library looking 
for copies. 
The 3245th Maintenance and Service Group (M&S) 
Under the normal 1-10 d istribution ratio the M&S Group 
received 50 copies of THE AlRMAN magazine each month. Only 
25 copies of the June issue were distributed to the Group 
under the reduced ratio. Again progress charts were re-
turned with notations that no copies of the June issue had 
been received in many of the sections. 
Analysis of the M&S Group Progress Charta 
June progress charts for the M&S Group, even though 
tew 1n number, revealed t he following data: 
l . Twenty-five copies reached the Headquarters Squadron 
Section orderly room on the 15th of June, (A-day). 
copies were placed in branch distribution boxes on 
the 17th of June. Some sections did not receive 
copies until the 24th of June (A plus 5) . 
2. More than 6~ of the magazines remained in the 
branches and sections for two days or longer . 
Circulation between sections and branches was light 
because many reported not getting the June issue. 
3· 
4. 
5 · 
More than 6~ or the maintenance personnel saw 
the June iaaue in the Tech!Ucal Order Library. 
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More than 7~ or the magazines paaaed rroa person 
to place. Technical order Library was again the 
popular rea tlng plaee to:- II&Dy of the magazines. 
Leas than~ were tiled peraanently. 
Ada1nistrat1ve personnel in ~he orderly roo• re-
ceived t wo copies of THE AIRMAN on tho 20th of June. 
one copy went to the oo...ander•a oftioe a.nd reJaained 
there tor t wo daya. Thia .copy waa oeen by t wo other 
officers on the 24th of June. It remained in the 
orderly room until t he 7th or July and disappeared. 
The other copy waa tseen on the first sergeant's 
desk on the 22nd of June and could not be found 
after that. 
a. Baae Plight and Transient Maintenance Branch 
did not receive the June iaaue of THE AIRMAN. 
The Fighter Branch alao repor~e4 recelvln& no 
copieo or the JUne !ssue. 
b. The Multi-Engine Branch received one copy on 
the 24th of JUne. This copy waa placed on file 
in the Technical Order library and remained there 
until the June survey ended. 
c. One copy waa received by ~he Two-Engine Branch 
on the 23rd or June. The sergeant in charge of 
the branch noted the copy by initialing it and 
placing it in the technical order roo~. This 
copy diaappeared on the 5th of July. 
d. Two copiea were received by Airborne Research 
on the 24th or June. one copy re.alned !n the 
branch, the other was sent to the ProJec~ Re-
search Branch on the 27th of June. Only one 
copy waa found in Airborne Reaearch after the 
survey. 
e. Three oopiea were received by the Supply D1v1s1on 
on the 20th or June. One copy went to the Property 
Control Branch on the 2lat. Another copy went to 
the N& terial lla.nd.l1ng Branch on the at.lle day. Only 
one copy waa found 1n the Property Control Branch 
when the survey ended. 
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Observers report ed rew copies available in the branches 
and sections. Many received as tev as one copy and many 
received none. Several airmen queried the obeervers aboUt 
lack of copies and wanted to l<nov why diet r iblltion had not 
been aade that .onth. 
The 3246th USAF Diepenaarz 
The dispensary being the smallest organization seemed 
to suf fer less than other units wi th a decreased di stribution 
ratio. Receivi ng only 15 copies under a normal l-10 ratio, 
a decrease to 8 copiee only reduced the number or copies 
going to each branch. All branches and sections received 
at least one copy. 
Analysis of the Dlepenaarz Progress Charta 
The following information was received from the various 
branches of the dispensary: 
l. Nagazinea were rece~ved at the Adainis~ative 
Services Branch orderly roo11 on the 17th ot JUne, ( A-day). All branches received copies on the 
following Monday, 20 June . (A-pl ua 1 worki ng day.) 
2. More than 7~ or the ..agazinea re.ained in the 
branches for two or a ore daye. Since aoat branches 
on}¥ received one copy, c1rculat!on ot this copy 
to other branches was ~ereaaed. 
3. Less than half of the doctoral starr received or 
saw a copy of the June issue. 
• 
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4. More than 7~ of the magazines passed from person 
to person. Over half of the people who saw a June 
issue kept the magazine for 30 minutes or less before 
passing it to another person. 
5. One co~y was placed in the firs~ aergeant•s "in-
basket on ~he aornlAg of the 17th or June. !h!s 
copy reaained with the first sergeant until 23rd 
or June when he passed it to an officer in ~he 
Profess ional Service Branch. Thia copy was returned 
to t he !irat sergeant on the 29th of June and re~ained 
in the off ice until the end or the survey. 
a. One copy was received by the Veterinary Medicine 
Branch on the 20th or June. It was read by a 
technical sergeant and a doctor on the 20th . It 
remained in the office until the end of the survey. 
b. The Registrar recei ved a copy on ~be 20th of June. 
A sergeant borrowed this copy froa the interviewer's 
desk on the following day and returned it that 
evening. The interviewer took the copy hoa e that 
night and returned it ~he following day, 22 June . 
Another airman borrowed the magazine and took 1t 
to the barracka for the v eeken4. He returned the 
magaz ine on the 27th and it reaa1ned in the oft1ce 
until the 8th o1' July. It could not be found after 
that date. 
Observers noted the lack or copies in the various sections 
and made mention of that ract on ~any of the progress charta. 
Observers also noted that many persona were asking each other for 
the magazine. Several &iraen approached the orderly roo2 clerk 
asking tor copies. Many or ~he 1n~erv1evera wer& asked ror 
coplea by personnel ln the dispensary. 
8o 
The 3245th Air Control and warning Squadron(ACW) 
Norma l distribution to the ACW Squadron was 30 copies 
ot THE AIRKAM •agazine. Under the June reduction, onl y 15 
copies were sent to the ACW Squadron by the group. 
Analysis of the ACW Squadron Progress Cn&rta 
Progress charta received from the ACW unita were rew 
in n~~ber but did ahow the following data: 
1 . Magazines reached the ACW orderly room on the 
20th Of June, (A-day). Distribution to the 
branches and sections was completed on 22 June, 
(A pl ua 2). 
2 . Leu than 601' or the agazines reu1ned in the 
section• tor three days or leea. With eo rev 
cop1ea available, personnel were urged to =ove 
thea rapidly through the sections. 
3. More than 701' of the magazines paaaed fro~ 
person to place. The majority of the copiea 
were hand-carried to other sections through the 
squadron meaaenger service . 
4 . Leas than 501' or the June isaues were placed in 
recreational loungea . 
5. One copy re.ained 1n the orderly roo• and vaa 
read by three airaen and one officer on the 
20th or June . This copy was sent to the A!rcra~t 
Flight Safety Branch on the 22nd or June. 
a. The Training Section received one copy on the 
21st of June and it was kept in the section 
unti l the s~rvey ended . 
b. The Direction center received a copy on the 
21st or June. One officer scanned this copy 
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!or a row 802ents and placed it on the sergeant's 
desk in the office . This copy disappeared the 
:ollowing day, 
c. Two copies were sent to tho Electronics Laboratory 
S~voillance Research Branch on the 21st of June. 
One copy was placed in the ready room on the 23rd 
and it vanished that weekend. The other copy wa s 
st i ll i n the branch when the survey ended. 
d . The S1m~lation Section did not receive any 
magazines. Radar Inp~ta, Tracking and the 
Weapons Section also reported no copies available . 
• 
PART 2 - PRESENTATIONS OF FINDINGS 
BASED ON 
THE ON-THE-SPOT QIJESTIONNAIRES 
• 
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Introduction 
The purpose ot the On-The-Spot Questionnaires was to 
survey and interview personnel actually aeen reading or 
looking at THE AIRMAN aagulne. 6 lt vaa a lao to act as a 
cheek on infora&tlon obtained troa other saapling procedures, 
i.e., Progress Charta, Airman Magaz ine Queat1onna1res, etc. 
Two hundred and twenty- eight a irmen aaaigned to the 
tour test organizations were interviewed during the months of 
March, April and June. The breakdown included 76 in March; 
97 i n April and 55 in June. Interviewers were required to 
observe personnel and 1aaed1ately interview anybody noted 
reading THE AIRMAil aagazine. They were asked a aeries or six 
questions . The reaulta obtained over the three-aonth period 
are presented queatlon by question aa they appeared on the 
original lntervlew lheet: 
l. Q. What did the person do with the ~of THE 
'AII!lblflia:&ii"ine !!! wu reaalii&f - -
A. Huaber 
Returned to original place, (desk, table, counter, etc.) 101 
Oave to another airman 5~ 
Placed ln "out basket" tor 
d1atrlbut1on to other 
section• 62 
Took out ot ott;l.ce or 
shop 7 
M1aeellaneoua (threw away, 
took homo, etc. ) 4 
(total uaed as denominator, 228) 
6supra., pp. 31-32 
Percent 
ll~ .2S 
2~.6 
27.2 
2 .2 
1.8 
2. Q. 
A. 
3. Q, 
A. 
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llhere did yo¥ ge~ 'l'HE AIRMAN magazine 
you have ~ read? 
ThroU&h nol'Clal d1s -
t r1but1on channels 
Froa another person 
Orderly Rooa 
De.yrooa 
Technical Order Library 
Ready Roo11 
Lounge (service club, 
pilot' a lounge) 
llwaber Percent 
97 42.5~ 
39 :7.2 
21 9.3 
12 5.2 
31 13.6 
11 11 .8 
17 7.4 
D • 228 
Ia this the first time ~~u have aeon this 
rr'UCUlir1ssu e (speei c monthffi THE 
IRMAN magazi ne? 
Yea 
Ho 
D • 22'8"'" 
Percent 
oo.'TJ 
33.3 
3&. Q. !f. no, where else ~ you !!..!.!!. ll.? 
A, 
4. Q. 
A. 
Day room 
Orderly room 
Library 
Service club 
Another otriee 
Number 
15 
26 
14 
8 
12 
D •""'TT 
Percent 
21.1$ 
34.3 
18.4 
10.5 
15.7 
~ ~ ! re5\Uar 1110!\thl.y 
-"l'IJI)aJI"j==~ Ja&gazriie? 
reader ot THE 
Yea 
No 
Hwaber 
127 
101 
D • 228' 
Percent 
55 .$ 
44.4 
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4a. Q. !£. ~· how often do you read .ll,? 
A. Number Percent 
Every 2 monthS T 22.7~ Every ~ months 2~.8 
Every months 37 3 .8 
Whenever I can f'lnd 
a copy 17 16.7 
D = m-
5. Q. liha t artie le 
issue of THE 
--
(.s) did you read in the !".arch 
A!RHAJI magazine? - -
A. Number Percent 
safety 1s a Science 6 1~ 
Dealers i n Dollars 3 3.5 
They Root tor The Army 2 2.6 
The 55/45 Air Foree 16 2l.l 
The Man With the 
Frozen Eyeball• 
Art of Official 
12 15.5 
Respiration 0 .0 
Air Foree Marksmanship 
6 .5 Comes of Age 5 
The AF in Latin America 6 7 .0 
Cheek Ride 5 6.5 
Stay Tuned to Space 4 5.3 
Top Cover 3 3.5 
The Jet Stream 1 9.2 
Birthplace of Tne Wi nds 4 5 . 3 
Letters to The Editor 4 5.3 
Aii"'IBn 1 S World 2 2.6 
Slants on Space 2 2.6 
You Should Know 3 3 ·5 
NOTE: The base !s the number of persons interviewed in 
MARCH, 76 . Percentages run over 100.~ since some 
persons read more than one artic le . (This data is 
baaed on unaided recall oubsequently checked by 
wri ter, see discussion on design or study, p. 31). 
sa . Q . 
A. 
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What article (s} did you read in the April 
ISsUe 2£ THE A!RM'XIrmagaz!Oe? --
2,000 Years in a Day 
Teet Pilots Are Tops 
Bailout 
Mach Attack 
Men For Aerospace 
The Friendly Airftan 
Silver Mark of che 
M1ss1lers 
Woods, water and Wisdom 
The Falcons' New Nes t 
Big Week Kickoff 
calling control 
There's Security in 
Circuits 
People & Events 
In My Opinion 
Letters to The Editor 
Number 
22 
15 
9 
7 
~ 
3 
2 g 
2 
2 
10 
4 
6 
Percent 
22 .1)% 
15 . 4 
9.3 
7.2 
5. 2 
8.2 
3.0 
2.1 
3.0 
6 .1 
2.1 
2 .1 
10.3 
4 .1 
6 .1 
NOTE: The base is the number of persons interviewed in 
APRIL, 97 . Percentages are over lOO.Cl:' since some 
9 ersons read more than one artic l e. 
5b . Q. 
A. 
What article (s) did you read in the June 
l"SiUe of THE AIRMAlrmagaziOe? - - -
The Valkyrie 
Your Personal Plight Plan 
Pei.nt at Pas De Calais 
Our Sister Cities 
Supersonic Scholars 
Dance of The Heavies 
Tomorrow ' s Officers 
The Sounding Pirma~ent 
No Room For Amateurs 
Letters To The Editor 
You Should Know 
Airman's World 
People & Events 
Number 
13 
2 
8 
l 
2 
2 
9 
1 
1 
5 
1 
2 
8 
Percent 
23.6% 
3.6 l& .s 
1.8 
3.6 
3.6 lu 
1.8 9.0 
1.8 
3.6 
14.5 
NOTE: The base is the number of persons interviewed in 
JUNE, 55. Percentages are over lOO.o,i since some 
persons read more than one article. 
6. Q. 
A. 
Would yMu describe what was on the 
of the arch issue?- - - -
- --
!lumber 
Men pushing a missile 22 
Hound dog missile• 9 
Bourk being loaded 
on a B-52 3 
Wing of an a i rplane 5 
Missile or rocket under 
wing of a pl ane 27 
can't remember 10 
D • 10 
* correct descripti on 
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front cover 
Percent 
29 .Oj£ 
11.8 
4 .0 
6.5 
35.5 
13.2 
6a. Q. Would y~u descrlbe wha t was on the front 
of the pril issue?- -- -- -
cover 
A. Number Percent 
Rocke t or missile and 
three ser geants 48 49.4% 
Atlas ICBM and three 
sergeants * 
Missile on l aunchi ng pad 
21 
16 
21.7 
16.5 
Thor miasile 3 3.0 
Can 1 t r emember 9 9.4 
D • 97 
• Correct description 
6b. Q. Vould YjU describe what !!! ~ ~ front c over 
of the une iaaue? 
A. 
B-70 * 
Valkyri e 
Jet a ircraft of some sort 
Can' t r ·emember 
!luJnber 
26 
13 
9 
7 
D = , 
• Correct descr1pt~on 
Percent 47.r 23 . 
16 .4 
12.8 
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SUmmary of On-The-Spot guest1onna1res 
Some of the highlights brought out by the On-The-Spot 
Questionnaires over the three-month period included: 
a. 44 .~ returned magazines to places from where they 
picked them up, suen as desks, table&, lounge chairs, 
counters, tiles, ete •. 27.2~ placed magaz ines in 
"out baskets" for deli very to other branches and 
sections . This datu. compares favorably with that 
revealed by the Progress Charts which also pointed 
out that magazines pass trom person to place. 
b. 42 . 5~ reported rece1vi.ng the magazines through 
normal distribution channels, 
c. 66.7~ reported that this was the firs t time they 
had seen the particular issue 1n questi on. 
d. Almost as many persons are non-regular rea4ers 
of the magazine (44 . 4~) as are regular readers 
(55 .~) . Those who were non-regular readers 
reported reading the magazine every two to six months. 
e. The 5lt45 Air Force and The Man With The Frozen ~eba s were the most popular read artic les in 
e MARCH issue of THE AIRMAN. 
f. 2,000 Years In a Day and Test Pilots Are Tops 
were the popula.r choices iri the APRIL Issue . 
g. 
h . 
The Valkyrie and Tomorrow's Officers rated first 
and second in the JUNE issue. Feint At Pas De 
Calais and People and Events were next in importance. 
The number of persons who coul d correctly identify 
the front covers was very l ow in March and April. 
The distinctive B-70 cover on the June issue was 
an exception wi th over 47~ correctly i dentifying 
it. Close identification ran from 40 to 7~ on 
the March and April issues. 
PART 3 - PRESEN~ATIONS AND FINDINGS 
OF 
THE AIRMAN KAGAZINE QUESTIONNAIRES 
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Introduction 
The purpose of THE AIRMAN Magu1ne Ques tionnaire , 
as embodied in the atudy dealgn waa to sample (l) aingl e 
a1noen living 1n barracks on the baae; (2) aarried o~flcera 
and alraen living in base houolng and (3) approxiaately 1<>.' 
of the aarried otf1eera and a iraen living off the base. A 
aeries of 14 quea tiona (see Appendix C) waa aaked of all 
peraonnel. Each aontb alngle airaen received 467 question-
naires; married personnel on the baae received 395; and 
approximately 100 questionnaire• were mailed to personnel 
living off the baae. As would be expected, the number of 
queat.lonna1res r·eturned each aonth va..r1ed. Bu.t in each 
instance the number• returned were aufficient to warrant 
analyoia, 
Findings of THE AIRMAN Magaz ine Queationnaire 
Throughout thll section data will be coabined by all 
three aonths and presented ~ a queation by queatlon sequence. 
The reader should keep in mind that the basis or percentage• 
will ahift from one analysis to another. 
l. Q. ~~~the ( part1clllar aonth) 1aaue 
2rLKE"Aii!IWl Jrag'azlne? 
Number 
Per cent 
Number 
Per cent 
Number 
Per Cent 
MARCH APRIL 
Not 
~Mn 
Not Not 
~een Seen Se•n Seen Seep 
41 53 63 46 30 64 
43.7 56.3 57.7 42.3 35.1 64.9 
*IP188 D-198 D=70 
Table 4, SINGLE AIRMEN - IN BARRACKS 
Saw Magazine - Did Not See Magazine 
KARCH APRIL JUNE 
Not Not Not 
Seen Seen Seen Seen Seen seen 
41 53 63 46 30 64 
43.7 56.3 57.7 42.3 35.1 64.9 
D-94 D-109 D=94 
I 
Table 5, MARRIED AIRMEN LIVING ON-BASE 
Saw Magazine - Did Not See Magaz ine 
w.o ... u "ru" 
<06, ~~t 
•an laan •• ~?t Seen ~~!n 
36 22 34 18 16 34 
62.1 37.9 65.4 34.6 32 68 
D-58 .D-52 D-50 
Table 6, MARRIED AIRMEN LIVING OFF -BASE 
Saw Magazine - Did Not See Magazine 
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1A late arri ve of THE AIRMAN magazines fr<>JII the printer 
caused the third comparison month to be June instead of May. 
• JPDenomlna tor 
Number 
Per Cent 
Number 
Per Cent 
MARCH APRIL J11NE 
NOt not ~ot 
Seen Seen Seen Seen Seen Seen 
38 48 67 45 27 55 
44.2 ss.8 59.8 41.2 32 .1 67.9 
D=86 D=ll2 D=82 
Table 7, l'IARRIED OFFICEIIS LIVING ON-BASE 
Saw Magazi ne - Did Not See Magaz ine 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
seen 
~0-
Seen Seen 1!0" Seen Seen J'!O" Seen 
17 9 21 10 9 17 
65.4 34 .6 67.7 32 . 3 34.6 65 .4 
1>=26 D-31 D-26 
Table 8, ~tARRIED OFFICERS LIVINO OFF-BASE 
Saw Magazine - Did Not See Magaz1.ne 
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Table 9 shows the total number of personnel i n all groupings 
who aaw THE AIRMAN magazine over the three·month period, 
thereby combining Tables 4-8. 
N11111ber 
Per Cent 
~ 
<:a.n ~~!n ~~=. ""An ~~!n 
220 232 304 192 109 227 
48.7 51.3 61.2 38.8 32.7 67.3 
D=452 D-496 1>=337 
Table 9, Total Personnel Groupings-saw Magazine 
Dld Hot See Magazlne over the Three-Month Period 
2oistr1but1on delay in May forceJthe wr i ter to speed up 
the Juno •~rvey , June questlonnalres were picked up a week 
earlier than in other months, This caused the number of res -
pono~t~ to dooreaoe (337). 
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2. Q. WHERE SINGLE AIRMEN LIVING I N BARRACKS SAW (particular month) ISSUE OP THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE. 
ltARCH APRIL J1IIIE Location No. ~ llo. ~ No. ~ 
Ott1ce where I work 48 50.6 62 53.4 12 54.5 
Technical Order Room 16 16.9 20 17 .3 4 18.1 
Plight Room 9 9-5 9 7-7 2 9.4 
Dayroom 6 6 . 1 8 6 .9 1 4.5 
Service Cl ub 6 6.1 5 4.3 l 4.5 
Dispensary 3 3.3 4 3.5 l 4.5 
Maintenance Ott1ce 2 2.1 1 0.8 0 0.0 
Library 3 3-3 6 5 -3 l 4.5 
Barracks 2 2 . 1 l 0.8 0 0 .0 
i>-95 Doll6 l)o22 
Table 10, Location Where SIJIGLE AIRM£11 LIVING Ill BJJ\!UCKS 
Saw Each Month I I Iooue or THE AIRMAN Jl'.agazine 
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2. Q. li!IERE MARRIED AlRIIEII LIVING ON-BASE SAW 
(particular month) ISSVE OF THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE 
MARCH~ APRIL~ JUNE 
Location No. No. No. ~ 
Otrice where I work 52 55.3 63 51·1 54 57.5 
Technical Order 
Library 21 22.11 24 22.3 19 20.3 
Flight Rooa ll 11.7 13 11.8 15 15.9 
O..yrooa 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o 
Service Club 2 2.2 3 2.8 1 1.0 
I>lapeneary 5 5.3 2 1.8 3 3.1 
Maintenance Off ice 3 3.1 4 3.6 2 2 . 2 
Library 0 0.0 0 o.o 0 0 .0 
Barracks 0 o.o 0 0.0 0 0.0 
o- 94 I>-109 I>- 94 
.Table 11, Location Where MARRIED AIRMEN LIVDIG ON- BASE 
saw Each Month I. Issue or THE AIIUIAN Magazine 
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2. Q. ~HERE lo!ARRIED AIRMEN LIVING OFF-BASE SAW T"rlE (particular mon th) I SSUE OF THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE 
MARCH APRIL I JUNE 
Locat ion No. '% No. '% No. '% 
Office where I work 31 53.4 29 55 .7 27 54.0 
Techni cal Order Room 11 18 .9 9 17 .3 10 20.0 
Flight Room 4 6.9 3 5.8 4 8. 0 
Day room 0 o.o 0 o.o 0 0.0 
service Club 2 3 .5 l 2 .0 l 2.0 
Dispensary 6 10.4 7 13.4 5 10.0 
~1a1ntenance Office 4 6 .9 3 5.8 3 6.0 
Library 0 0 .0 0 o.o 0 o.o 
Barracks 0 0.0 0 0. 0 0 0.0 
D-58 D-52 D-50 
Table 12, Location Where MARRIED AIRMEN LIVING OFF-BASE 
Saw Each Month ' s Issue of THE Airu~AN Magazine 
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2. Q. WHERE MARRIED OFFICERS LIVING ON-BASE SAW THE (particular month) I SSUE OF THE AIRMAN ~~GAZINE 
MARCH~ APRIL J1.I)[E Location No. Ho. ~ Ho. ~ 
Office where I work 2 1 55 · 3 38 56.7 15 55.5 
Technical Ord.er Room 2 5.3 4 5.9 2 7.4 
Flight Room 6 15.7 10 14 .8 5 18.9 
Dayrool:l 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 o.o 
Officers Club• 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Dispensary 2 5.3 3 4.5 0 0.0 
Maintenance Office 3 8.0 4 5.9 2 7.4 
Li brary 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Pilots Lounge• 4 10.4 8 11.2 3 10.8 
D-38 D-67 D-27 
Table 13, Location Vhere MARRIED OFFICERS LIVING ON- BASE 
Saw Each Month' a Iuue of 'filE AIRIUJI l<agu1ne 
• Note: Ot'flcere club and pilots lounge were u.sed. instead 
or service club and barracks which are not gener-
ally used. by officers. 
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2. Q . liHERE MARRIED OFFICERS LIVING OFF- BASE SAW THE 
(particular month) ISSUE OF 'l'HE AIRMAN MAGAZINE 
MARCH APRIL .111!<:: 
Locat1on Ho. ;. Ho. ~ No. ;. 
ottice where I work 9 53.9 12 57.1 l 5 55.8 
Technical Or<ler Room l 5 . 8 1 4.7 0 0.0 
Flight Room 3 17.3 3 14.4 2 22.2 
De.yroom 0 0.0 0 0 .0 0 0.0 
Officers Club 0 o.o 0 0 .0 0 0.0 
Dispensary 1 5.8 1 11.7 0 o.o 
Maintenance Office 1 5.8 l lo.7 1 11 . 0 
Li brary 0 0.0 0 0.0 0 0.0 
Pilots Lounge 2 11.4 3 14 .4 l ll.O 
D=l7 D-21 D=9 
Table 14, Location o~ere MARRIED OFFICERS LIVIHG OFF- BASE 
Saw Each Month' a Iaaue ot 'IliE AIRMAJI Magazine 
Table 15 shows ~he total number of personnel in all groupings 
who saw magazines at various places on ~he base duri ng the 
three-month period. It combines tables 10 - 1~. 
2. Q. -~RE DID YOU SEE (particular month) ISSUE OF THE 
AIRMAN MAGAZINE? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Location lllo. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Offi ce where I work 118 53.2 202 66.4 82 75.2 
Technical Order Room 40 18.1 43 14. 1 10 9.2 
Flight Room 37 16.8 21 7.8 6 5.5 
Day room 5 2.3 21 6.9 9 8.3 
Service Club 5 2.3 3 0.9 1 0.9 
. 
Dispensary 3 1.4 2 0.6 0 0.0 
Mai ntenance Otrice 3 1.4 1 0.3 0 0.0 
Library 3 1.4 1 0.3 0 0.0 
Barracks 3 1.4 0 o.o 0 0.0 
Pilots Lounge 3 1.4 10 3.2 1 0.9 
D-220 D=304 D-109 
. 
Tabl e 15, Total Personnel Groupings of Locations Where 
Each Month's Issue of THE AIRMAN Was Seen 
An analysis up to this point indicates that single ai rmen 
were not reading THE AIRMAN magazine in t he barracks . Likewise, 
married officers and ai rmen living on or off the base were not 
reading magazi nes at thei r homes. The maJori ty of the military 
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read or see the magazines at their place of work. Living 
on or off the base does not seem to affect wher e the magaz i ne 
is seen or read or how many people see or read 1t. A separa t e 
analysis ~as made of the remaining questions and contra~/ to 
ques tions one and two, no s i gnificant differences were obtained 
between airmen and officers, married or single, living on or 
off the base. Consequently the remaining questions were 
sumzarized to show total results over the three·month per iod . 
3. Q. HOW LONG AGO DID YOU SEE THE (particular month) 
ISSUE OF THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE? 
!'lARCH APRIL JUNE 
Time Element No. '!> No . % No. '!> 
within the past 
few days 18 8.2 58 19.1 19 17.4 
one week ago 30 13.6 57 18.7 30 27.6 
t wo weeks ago 10() 45.5 78 25 .7 33 30.2 
three weeks ago 72 32.7 lll 36.5 27 24.8 
D-220 D=304 D=l09 
Table 16, Time Element from Publications Distribution 
Officer's Distribution Unt.1l Readers See THE AIRMAN 
~lagazine 
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4. Q . WHAT DID YOU DO WITH THE COPY OP THE (particular 
month) ISSUE OF THE AIRMAN ~tAGAZ INE APTER READI NG 
OR LOOKING AT IT? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Action No. % No. % No. % 
Re turned magazine to 
where I found 1t 120 54.5 187 61 .5 60 55.4 
Gave lt to a friend 30 13.6 28 9.2 15 13.7 
Initialed it and 
passed i t to next 
58 section or office 26.4 61 20.4 32 29.3 
Filed it 5 2.3 15 4.7 2 1.6 
Took home 7 3.2 13 4.2 0 0.0 
D=220 !)o304 D= l09 
Table 17, What Readers Did Wi t h THE AIRMAN after Reading 
or Looking At It 
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5. Q. H0111 LONG DID YOU KEEP THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE I N 
YOUR POSSESSION? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Time No. f, No. f, No. f, 
15 minutes or less 58 26.4 61 20.2 39 35.7 
30 minutes or le&a 81 36.8 68 22.3 26 24.8 
1 hour or longer 39 17.8 93 30.5 22 19.5 
1 day or longer 31 14.0 67 22.3 21 19.1 
flled 6 2.7 4 1.3 1 0 .9 
other (2,3 days, 
week, ete.) 5 2.3 11 3.4 0 0.0 
0.220 D-304 0.109 
Table 18, Length of Time Magazine Was Kept by Personnel 
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6. Q. WHAT ARTICLE ( s) DID YOU ENJOY READING ~lOST 
IN THE (particular month) ISSUE OF THE AIRMAN 
MAGAZINE? 
1ARCH APRIL JUNE 
Category No . 'f, No. 'f, , No. 'f, 
Aircraft, missi l es 
space 61 27.7 66 
I 
22.1 58 53.2 
Experiences about 
58 26.4 aimen 93 30.5 21 19, 1 
careers in the 
Air Foree 69 31.2 62 20.3 20 18.9 
Ed1tor1~lsJ news, 
event a 16 7.1 21 6.8 10 9.1 
Don' e re~ae:nber 46 20 .8 62 20.3 21 19.1 
D. 220 D • 30~ D 5 109 
NOTE: Percentages are more t han 100 .~ in some cases 
since some persons reported reading more than I one article. 
Table 19, Popularity of Editorial Content of THE AIRMAN 
Magazine 
3Arter a careful content analysis, all articles con-
tained in the three different issues were placed in four 
categories show above for ready reference. "Editorial, News 
and Events" includes all department items such as Letters to 
The Editor, You Should Know, Slants On S~aee , A1~n1 s World, 
Eventa That Count and People Who Rank. he Congressional 
Medal or Honor series 18 grouped under "Experiences about Airmen." 
7. Q . 
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DID YOU HAVE DIFFICULTY IN GETTING A COPY OP 
THE (particular month) ISSUE OF THE AIRMAN 
MAGAZINE? 
!'lARCH~ APRIL~ JUNE<r: I 
No. No. No. 
Yes 187 41.3 190 38.2 239 70.9 
NO 265 58.7 306 61.8 98 29 .1 
D • 452 D • 496 D • '1'17 
Table 20, Difficulty Encountered ~n Oeteing Copies 
of THE AIRMAN Each Mon th 
8. Q. IP YOU ANSWERED "YES" IN QUESTION 7 ABOVE, 
WOULD YOU PLEASE INDICATE WHAT MADE THE 
MAGAZINE DIFFICULT TO GET. 
MARCH~ APRIL~ JUNE 
Rea eon No . No. No. ,: 
Poor d1str1but1on (delays, poor handl-
1ng, eec.) 51 27.2 58 30.8 57 23 .8 
couldn't find a copy 49 26.3 41 21.5 56 23.2 
lnsuff1c1ent copies 59 31.9 39 20.6 98 41. 1 
Don't know 28 14.6 52 27.1 28 11.9 
D ~ 187 D • 190 D = 239 
Table 21, Reasons for Difficulty In Obtaining Copi es 
of THE AI RMAN Magazine 
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9. Q. ARE YOU A REGULAR MONTHLY READER OF THE AIRMAN 
MAGAZINE? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
Yes 229 50.6 252 50.9 181 53.8 
No 223 49.4 244 49.1 156 46.2 
D = 452 D = 496 D • 337 
Table 22, AIRMAN Magazine Regular Readership 
10. Q. IF YOU ANSWERED "NO" TO QUESTION 9 ABOVE, H0\1 
OF-l'EN DO YOU READ THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Frequency No. ~ Ho. ~ No . ~ 
Every 2 months 44 26.0 62 25.5 52 28.7 
Every 3 months 43 25.0 53 21.7 42 23.3 
Every 6 months 18 10.7 21 8.6 16 8.8 
Miscellaneous ("when 
available", "when I 
can fin<! one" ) 64 38.3 47 44.2 71 39.2 
li>• 169 D • 244 D • 181 
Table 23, How Often THE AIRMAN Is Read By Non-Regular 
Rea<lers 
. 
11. Q. DO YOU CONSIDER THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE A 
PUBLICATION MAINLY FOR: 
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MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Type No. ~ No. ~ No. ~ 
-
Officers 20 4.4 19 3.9 18 5.3 
Enlisted men 41. 9.0 27 5.4 16 4.7 
All Air Force 
Personnel 391 86.6 50 90.7 303 90.0 
l) = 452 1> = 496 D = 337 
Table 24, Type of Personnel AIRMAN Magazine is Designed for 
Yes 
No 
12. Q. IS THE AIRI'lAN MAGAZINE MADE AVAILABLE TO YOU 
I N SUCH A WAY THAT IT CAN BE READ CONVENIENTLY? 
. 
MARCH$ No. APRIL $ No . JUNE$ No . 
. 
303 67. 1 336 67.8 153 45.9 
149 32.9 160 32.2 184 54.1 
1> • 452 1> - 496 D • 337 
·-
Tab1& 25, convenience Factor of THE AIRMAN 
Magazine 
I 
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13. Q. IF YOU ANSWERED "NO" TO QUESTION 12 ABOVE, 
HOW WOULD YOU LIKE THE AIRMAN MAGAZINE MADE 
AVAILABLE TO YOU? 
MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Method No. ~ llo. ~ llo . ~ 
Through a better d1S· 
tribution syatem to 
76 reach lowest echelon 71.1 84 71.2 96 71.5 
Sent t.o my home 14 13.1 18 15 .3 22 16.4 
!lore copies tor 
6 5.6 each man ~ 3.4 7 5·3 
Subscription by mail 1 6.5 9 7.6 7 5.3 
sale at Base 
EXchange 4 3-7 3 2-5 2 1.~ 
D• 107 D • 118 D • 134 
Table 26, Methode of Making THE AIRMAN Magaz ine Y~re 
Available To Personnel 
14 . Q. DO YOU PEEL THAT THE PRESENT DlSTIU.BU'l'ION RATIO 
OP 1 COPY POR EVERY 10 MU.l'!'AIIY PERSONS IS SDP-
I'ICIENT TO INSURE THAT YOU WILL SEE OR READ A 
COPY 01' THE AI:RMI<II EACH MONTH? 
MARCH APRIL JUliE 
Reply No. ~ No. :c No. ~ 
Yes 278 61.6 276 5~.6 133 39.4 
No 1711 38.4 220 44.4 2011 6o.6 
I) • 4~2 I) • 496 I) • 337 
Table 27, Peraonne1 Opinions On I>1atr1but1on Ratio of 
THE AIRMAN Magazine 
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Hi ghlights of The Airman Magazi ne Questionnaire 
A a~~ary of The Airman Magazine Queationnaire r eceived 
from over a thouaand military personnel during the three-
month experimen~ inclu4ed: 
a. More than 5~ of all personnel oav THE AIRIIA!i 
magazine at their place of vork over the three-
month experiment. Service clubs, ~ayroo~&, barracks, 
an librariea rank lov as strategic places for seeing 
t he magazine. 
b. Differences in who saw and who didn't see the 
magazine, between single ainoen living 1n the 
barracks versus married airmen living on or off 
base, vere slight. Tnis held true for officers 
living on or off base and vas consistent throughout 
the questionnaire. 
c. More than 5~ or all personnel vho saw or read the 
magazine did so t wo to tnree weeks after it was 
distributed from the Publications Diatribution 
Officer (PDO). 
d . More than 7~ of all personnel who read the magazine 
returned it to where they found it (usually a desk 
or table in the office) or initialed it and passed 
it to another aection or office. 
e. Y~gazinea vere kept 1n reader's possession on an 
average of 15 to 30 ~utes. 
r. Art1clea on aircraft, m1as!lea and apace, and 
careers 1n the Air Force were read by the maJority 
of personnel. 
g. Over 4~ of the personnel experienced difficulty 
in getting a copy of the magazine during a normal 
month, 1.e., when the d1atribution ratio of 1-10 
was in effect. 
h . More than 5~ of the personnel blamed the 
difficulty in g&tting copies of THE AIRMAN on 
poor dietribution. 
i. The difference between regular and non-regular 
~onthly readers can almost be eplit down the 
Riddle, i.e., 5~ are and 5~ are not. 
lOS 
J. The group of personnel who are not regular readers, 
read a magazine whenever they can find one avail-
able . A good aha.re reported reading the magazine 
every 2 to 3 months. 
k. Almos t 9~ consider the magazine a publication 
mainly for all Ai r Foree personnel. 
1 . over 3~ reported ~hat the magazine was not avail-
able for conven1en~ reading. 
~- A better distribution system to allow magazines 
to reach the lowesc echelons was cited by over 
7~ of those persons who were asked how the 
magazine should be made available more conveniently. 
PART 4 - RESULTS OF 
DISTRIBUTION RATIO VARIATIONS 
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Introduction 
A highlight of the three -month experiment was the 
testing or different distribution ratios. The wri ter was 
interested in finding out how many people see THE AIRMAN 
magazine with distribution set at one copy for every 10 
persons. This is the normal distribution ratio used by the 
Air Force at the present ti~e. 
To test the normal distribution ratio about 130 copies 
of the magazines were distributed on the base 1n March. 
To carry the experiment further, the writer doubled the 
normal amount during the month of April. To finish the 
exper iment, the normal 1-10 ratio was decreased by one-half 
during the month of June. 
Figure 4 illustrates the distribution ratios as 
applied over the three-month period. 
Per Cent Who 
Said They Saw 
a Copy 
70-
60-
50-
40-
30-
March April 
Ratio 
1-10 
l -5 
1-20 
June 
norma l 
increase 
decrease 
Figure 4, Changing Ratios versus 
Per Cent of Personnel Who Saw THE AIRMAN 
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The number or persona who reported aeelng a copy in 
March Wider the nomal 1-10 ratio was 220 peraona out of 
b52, or 48.7 per cent. In April with the distribution 
doubled, there wa a an increase of 12.5 per cent. ~nerefore : 
a. doubling the ratio produced a 12.5~ increase. 
b. cutting the ratio in half resulted in a l~ decrease. 
By arranging the months i n accordance with an increasing 
number of copiea, and with extrapolation added in dotted linea, 
the curve shown 1n Figure 5 is obtained. 
Per 
cent 
70-
60-
50-
40-
30-
Add'l 
lion the March 
Add'l 
Month a 
Figure 5, Diminishing Return Pattern of THE 
AIRMAN Magazine Readership 
It is reasonable to assume that repeated increases in 
dietr1bution would taper orr in a diminishing return pattern 
ot readers. Likewise, the decrease ~n distribution would drop 
ott more sharply to oo•para~1vely ~ew readers. 
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Discussion 
The percentage or readership increase or decrease can 
be transferred to Hanscom Field strength. 
a . Nonoal 110nth - March 
220 
~ x 1300 • 622 Men reached 
220 
~ • the readership ratio for the 
month or Mar ch (see Table 9) 
1300 • approximate field strength 
b. Increaaed distribution month • April 
~X 490 1300 • 796 aen reached 
the readerahJ.p 
month or April 
ratio tor the 
(see Table 9) 
therefore: 796 - 622 • 17~ man readership increase 
by doubling the number of 
magazines distributed 
Assu.J.ng the readersh~p ra tios obtained in this study 
are applicable Air Force wide, what would the increase be 
on a 850,000 strength Air Foree? Applying the same pro-
cedure as above results in the following: 
then: 
220 
~X 850,000 • 413,717 men reached with a 
distribution ratio 
850,000 • assumed Air Foree strength 
~~ x 850,000 • 571,682 Men reached with a 
distribution ratio 
113 
normal 
double 
therefore: 
571,682 - 413,717 • 157,965 add itional readership 
attained by doubling the 
number of magazines in 
circulation 
Tl':e extra coat in dollars per addi t1onal reader could 
be detena!ned 1f the printi.ns cosc ror the add1 tl.onal uount 
ot magazines needed to reach the increased population were 
known. This figure ia unknown to the writer, but publication 
costs being what they are, the increase should be comparatively 
inexpensive. Suffice it to aay that if the coat were not 
too great, the Air Porce could plck up many more readers by 
doubling the volume of THE AIRMAN magazine. 
PART 5 - S!IRVEY OF DEPENDENT WIVES 
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Introduction 
The Air Force wife is known to be an able worker. In 
addition to being a housewi fe and mother, she must a l so 
be an able ambassador. She is expected to contr ibute some 
of her time to community proJects such as the church, PTA, 
YWCA, Red Cross, communi ty Ches t , etc. How does she keep 
up with Air Force activities? Does she, for example, see 
or read THE AIRMAN magazine? 
To find this out , some 283 dependent wi ves of both 
officers and airmen living on the base were personally in-
terv1ewed by the writer' s w~fe. Each wife was shown a copy 
of the March issue of THE AIR~~~ magazine and asked three 
questions . 
Findings of the Dependent Wives• Survey 
The original survey was scheduled for the th ree experi -
mental months of ~~reh, Apr!l and June. However, after the 
low response& rece ived 1n March, the writer discontinued 
the remaining two month&. The r esults of the Ma.rch survey 
are presented in a question by question sequence below: 
1. Q. Have you seen this particular issue of THE 
AI~tAN magazine? (Respondent was shown t he 
March issue) 
Reply Number Per Cent 
xes 2~~ :~F'! No 92.6 
D-283 
nu"~. 20, ent wo~ 
See-The March I ssue of THE AIRMAN Magaz i ne 
la. Q. If "yea• what particular articles did you 
reacl? 
l111:11ber Per 
Art i.cle Who Read Cent 
55/115 Air Foree 4 19 .l 
The Kan Wlth The 
Frozen Eyeballs 4 19.1 
Saw March Is s ue 
but did not read 
anything 13 61.8 
D-21 
~le 29, Editor i a l Content Read by 
Dependent 111v es 
2. Q. Do you conalder THE AIRMAil ugu1ne too 
technical for you to read ancl enjoy? (Asked only if respondent had seen a copy 
of the March issue of THE AIRMAil) 
Response NUlllber Per Cent 
Too Technical 9 112 .8 
Not Technical 5 23.5 
Not a woman•a 
magazine 7 33.7 
D-21 
Table 30, Wive•a Personal Opinions ot 
THE AIRMAil Mqaz1ne 
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3. Q. Would you like to have your husband bring a 
copy or THE AIRMAN magaz ine home each aonth 
ror you and the tam1ly to enJoy? 
I 
Reob l!wlber Per Cen~ 
Yeo 87 30.8 
No 196 69 .2 
D-283 
Table 31, Dependen~ Wives Who Want 
Husband To Bring AIRMAil Magazine Home 
Each Month 
Summary of Dependent Wives' survey 
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A few highlights or thts survey revealed the following: 
1. Only 21 out of 283 dependent wives had seen 
the March issue of THE AIRMAil. 
2. or the 21 wives who had seen the March issue 
only 8 read some or the articles. All 8 
read "The 55/45 A1r Force," and "The Man 
W1th The Frozen Eyeballs." 
3. H1ne nated that the magazine waa too 
technical; five said it was not too teehnJcal; 
and seven replied that 1~ wa s not a woman's 
aagaz1ne. 
4. When asked if they would like their husband 
to br1ns the magazine home each month, 87 
replied "yes." 
CHAPTER V 
DISCUSSION OP RESULTS 
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The format of this chapter will be to present a quest ion 
by question discussion of t he results of THE AIRMAN Magazine 
Questionnaire. Only the mor e important interpretations and 
' 
data will be stressed . •~ere appropriate, results of the 
•on-The-Spot" survey and Progress Charts will be related with 
resul ts revealed by THE AI RMAN ~uestionnaire . 
~uestion 1. 
Pact 1 . 
Interpretation: 
Pact 2. 
1 Supr§ . , 
Have you seen the (particular month) issue of 
THE AIRMAN Magazine? 
48.7 per cent saw the magazine during the 
normal month of March . Doubling the distri -
bution raised the percentage bY 12.5. Re-
ducing the distribution by one-half, de-
creased the percentage by 16. 
In terms of base population an increase in 
distribulion raised the readership by 174 
persons. Depend1ng on cost, an increase in 
Air Force-wide distribution is not out of the 
question. More surveys at other bases would 
help substantiate the suitability of such 
action. 
Based on the findings of t he Progress Charts 
for June and the percentage of Rersons who 
did not see a June issue (67.3~), a decrease 
1n distribution definitely affected all or-
ganizations. The Progress Charts revealed 
that fewer copies could not bridge the gap 
between the many branches and sections at 
the lower echelons of command . 
pp. 112 
Interpretation: 
Pact J. 
Interpretat i on: 
Quea tion 2. 
~-
Interpretation: 
Que a tion 3. 
Pact. 
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The writer hae heard many rumors that higher 
headquarters has contemplated reduc ing the 
distribution ratio or THE AIRMAN . An lncrease 
would be an excellent idea. A decrease, 
accord~ng to the results or thia aurvey, would 
be diaaatroua. 
l'.ore than 18!' ot the urrled alnoen liv!ng 
orr-base saw the March iaaue than aar~ied 
airmen living on-base . Thia same factor held 
true for aarried of! lcera living on and orr 
ba ... 
Since THE AIRMAN magaz ine ia an off1cal Air 
Force periodical not to be taken from the 
place of work, a majority of married personnel 
l1v1ng off-baae seem to take greater paine to 
read it on- the-Job. The a&Jority of base 
peraonnel app•rently have opport~ties to 
aee the =agatine elsewhere. 
Where did you see the (particular aon•h) iaaue 
ot THE AIRMAN aagazine? 
THE AIRMAN Mgaz1ne is seen by only 5~ or 
the personnel who read it at their place of 
work. Living on or off·baae, or in the 
b&rracka seems to make little difference with 
reapect to readership. 
The aasazine ls delivered to each military 
orsanization through normal diatribution 
channels a1a1lar to all other Air Foree bulk 
publications. Therefore, the work area would 
be the nonoal place where aoat ~l1tary person-
nel should ae@ the aagaz1ne. The difficulty 
1a that too tew people are receiving ~gazlnes 
at their place or work and consequently read-
ing the11. 
How lons ago did you aee the (particular month) 
laaue of THE AIRMAN magazine? 
More than 6~ of the personnel saw the magazine 
t wo to three weeks after 1t had been distributed 
froa the Publications D1atribution Officer's 
( PDO) varehouae. 
Interpretation: 
Question 4. 
Fact. 
Interpretation: 
Question s. 
Fact l. 
Interpretation: 
2 Supra., 
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De l ays up to three weeks were normal as 
i ndicated by the Progress Charts (March issue). 
This delay i n dis tribution occurred from the 
time magazines were put in PDO boxes until 
units in the f i eld received them. Del ays of 
this nature a·re common due to the present in-
adequate bulk d i stribution system which feeds 
thousands of publications to the field each 
week. This relega tes THE AIRMk~ magazine to 
about "4th Class ~tail" sta t us . 
What did you do with the copy of the (particu lar 
month) issue of THE AIRMAN magaz ine after read-
ing or looking a t it? 
More than 5~ of t he personne l returned t he 
magazine to where they found it. Co~~on pl aces 
were usually a desk, table 1 counter, "1n 11 or 
"out• basket, etc., in the office. This tact 
was a l so brought to light i n the On-The- Spot 
interviews and t he Pi lot Test.2 
That THE AIRMAN 1s treated as "4th class mall" 
ia apparent and points up the inadequacy of 
the present distribut i on system. Magazines 
are moved around an office and passed t o other 
secti ons t he same as other bulk publications, 
e.g., regulations, letters, manuals, etc. 
Magazines receive no special distribution 
handling care. 
How long d i d you keep THE AI RMAN magazine 
1n your posse ssion? 
During the normal month ( March ) over 60% of 
the personnel kep t the magazine 1n their 
possession from 15 t o 30 minutes. 
This compares favorably with other Ai r Force 
publica tions dis tributed through the bulk 
distribution system. To do Justice to the 
magazine, pe rsonnel should keep i t at least 
an hour or longer. This indicates that at 
present THE hlRMAN magazine is not receiving 
enough attention. 
pp . 42 and 83 
Fact 2. 
Interpretation: 
Fact 3 . 
Interpretation: 
Question 6 . 
Fact 1. 
Interpret& tion: 
Fact 2. 
In terpre ta tion: 
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When distribution was doubled in April, 
personnel kep·t magazines longer . one hour 
to a day or longer was reported by 5~ of the 
personnel. 
With more copies available personnel tended 
to keep them longer. This supports the 
statement that the magazine ie negl ected 
with fewer copies available. A9ril Progress 
Charts also support this interpretation,S 
With a reduced distribution in June, personnel 
again kept magazines for only 15 to 30 minutes 
(over 60%}. 
When less coplee arrived 1n sections 1n June, 
personnel were urged to read them quickly and 
pass them on for others to read , Thla was 
reported in the June Progress Charts. Th!s 
again points up the fact that a reduced dis-
tribution would be terrible. It would force 
personnel to only scan the magazine and. "fluff 11 
it off to an~ther section. 
What articles did you enjoy reading in the 
(particular month) issue of THE AIRMAN magazine? 
Over 50% of the personnel reported reading 
and enjoying articles on aircraft, missiles 
and space, and articles on airmen experiences . 
As might be expected, issues containing 
articles on new Jet aircraft, supersonic 
mi&&llea, and experiences of airmen, would be 
of greater interest to the majority of Air 
Force people, 
over 30% reported a preference for articles 
on careera in the Air Foree in the March issue . 
An excellent article on the airmen career 
program entitled "The 55/45 Air Porce" accounted 
for this increase in reader interest. Thi s 
article was che over-whelming choice of most 
March readers. 
3 Supra., p 66 
4 Supra., p . 80 
Pact 3. 
Interpret& 't1on: 
Queation 7. 
Interyreu~ion: 
Queat1on 8. 
5 Supra., 
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An lncreaee ot over 3~ ln preference for 
articlea i n the aircraft, missiles and 
apace category was reported in June deapite 
the decreate 1n distribution. 
Aa aiJht be expected, an iaaue contain~ 
a story on the new Air Force B-70 aupe~­
sonlc boaber would be ot treaendoua 1neeres't 
to all Alr Force people. 
Did you have difficulty in getting a copy 
of the (particular month) iaaue or THE AIRMAN 
~~~&gaz ina? 
Over 4~ reported difficulty in getting a 
copy of the magazine during the normal dis-
tribution month of March. 
Bated on the 51~ Who reported not seeing the 
March iaaue (aee question 1), th1t !s con-
sistent with distr!bution pro~leaa reported 
in the March Progreaa Charta. Here again 
the di stribution problem it highlighted by 
the reports or the Progreaa Charta which showed 
that taaller units at the lower echelons of 
command were no< receivi ng the magazine. 
If you answered "yea" in question 7 above) 
would you please indicate what made the 
.agazine difficult to get? 
over 5~ reported that ·~or distribution• 
"delaya•, "poor nandllng , "couldn't t1nd a 
copy available", etc., .. de the aagaz!ne 
difficult to get in a noraal DOnth. Theae 
coaplainta remained consistent during April 
and June, 1n sp!te or an !ncreaaed and a 
decreaae distribution. 
Interpretation: 
Queation 9. 
~· 
Interpretation: 
Quea tion 10. 
~· 
Interpretation: 
Question 11. 
!!£!· 
Interpretation' 
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This stability 1n complaint• concerning aspecta 
or poor distribution would indicate that in-
creasing the number or copies or THE AIRKAN 
to all units is not the whole story, or the 
anawer to the problem. o~t 11 needed is an 
analy&&tion or the distribution ayatem along 
with the polalbil1tiea or increaaing the 
number or copies. 
Are you a regular monthly reader of ':'HE AIRMAN 
111agazine? 
Regular readership versus non-regular ia 
split about even and remained fairly con-
aistent throughout the three-month experiment. 
Baaed on the ~ow popularity rating that THE 
AIRMAN magazine received in the Star ch Study6 a 5~ regular readerahip il considered good. 
xany readers reaarked throughout the survey 
(see Appendix D) that they would becoce reg~ar 
readers if they could receive a copy each aonth , 
If you answe~d •no" to queat!on 9 above, 
how often do you read THE AIRMAN maga~ine? 
over 5~ of the non-regular readers reported 
reading the magazine at irregular intervale 
such aa every 2 or 3 months. 
Comparee favorably with read1nR habits reported 
by the On-The-Spot 1nterviewa.7 
Do you consider THE AIRMAN aagazlne a publi-
cation .. 1nly tor officers, enliated aen or 
all Air Foree personnel? 
Ninety per cent considered the publication 
for all Air Force peraonnel. 
It io a shame that this opinion on the uni-
versality of THE AIRMAN magazine 1B not being 
capitalized on by getting copiea to more A1r 
6starch Study, p . 15-23 
7supra., p. 88 
Que a Uon 12. 
Pact. 
Interpretation: 
Que a tion 13. 
Interpretation: 
Force people. The Starch Study reflected 
theae same views on airmen opinions with 
over 8~ ot their personnel conaider1ng the 
aagazi ne aa aainly tor all Air Foree people. 
Ia THE AIRMAN .agazine aade available to 
you in auch a way that it can be read 
conveniently? 
Only 6~ reported that the aagaz1ne was 
conveniently available. 
The 4~ not report ing convenience, coupled 
with the high percentage previously reported 
not even reading the magazine, indicates 
that more atudy must be given to the diatri-
bution problem. 
lt you answered ano• to Question 12 above, 
how would you 11ke THE AIRMAil aaguine ••de 
available to you? 
More than 7~ aa1d that better ava1lab111ty 
would be possible through a better distri-
bution ayatea which penaitted aagazines to 
reach the lowes t echelona. 
Magazine& are not reaching branches and 
aectiona located at the lower echelons ot 
command. This was pointed out by Progress 
Charta during the entire three-aonth period 
ot the experiaent. An :ncreaaed distribution 
ratio in April didn't change personnel opinion. 
Ovar 70 percent still reported that aore 
aagazlnea would be available through a aore 
efficient distribution ayatea. 
I 
I 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY OF 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Based ~n the findi.nga ~I this study the writer has 
concluded that : 
1. Distr1but1~n delays ~f fr~m tw~ days to three weeks 
are encountered 1n shipping magazines from the PDO to organi -
zations in the field under the present inadequate bulk dis-
tribut1on system. 
a. A delay occurs from the time the magazines 
arrive from the Washington PDO until the 
base PDO puts them int~ ~rganization mai l boxes. 
b. A delsy ~eeurs from the time magazines are put 
into organization mail boxes until unit messenger 
service picks them up. 
c. A delay occurs in each administrative section 
from the time magazines are received from the 
base PDO until redistribution is effected to 
units in the field. 
d. A further delay is encountered at each admin-
istrative section on the way d~wn the ~rgani­
zati~nsl structure. These delays caused the 
March edition of THE AIRMAN t~ reach some readers 
i n April. The April edition was not seen in 
some organizations until the first or second 
~eek of May . 
2. That a 1-10 distribution ra tio does not reach even 
half of its intended audience. 
a. Less than 50 percent of the respondents saw 
a copy during the month of March when the 
distribution ratio was l copy for every 10 
persons. 
b. An increase of l copy for every 5 people 
reached over 60 per cent of its intended 
audience. 
c. A decreaee of l copy for every 20 persons 
only reached 32 per cen~ or ita audience. 
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3. That Air Force personnel aee THE Al!UCAH aagazine 
~re at their place or work than anywhere elae. 
a. More magazines delivered to the work area 
would increase over-all readerehip. 
b. More magazines would allow longer retention 
and more le18ur.o tillle reading by personnel. 
4 . That THE AIRMAN receives no special distribution 
h&ndl1ng and is relegated to the role or a "4th class mail" 
publlcation. 
a. Magazine circulation pattern la aimilar to 
other bulk Air Porce publications under the 
present inadequate system. 
b. Personnel handle THE AIRMAN like other bulk 
publications, e.g., regulations, letters, 
supplements, manuals, ete. Magazines are 
delivered from office to office along with 
hundreds or other publications. It is diffi-
cult to aeparate THE AIRMAN troa piles of 
other routine paperwork. 
5. That articles on nev alrcrar~, a1aa1lea and apace 
along with general experiences or airaen are preferred reading 
by the majority or Air Porce people, 
6. That THE AIRMAN is not reaching all the smaller 
branches and sections at the lower echelons or comnand. 
a. A 1-10 diatr1but1on ratio ayatea cannot 
disperse enough copies through the 30 ~o 40 
separate d1v1a1ons, dlrectora~a, branches, e~e., 
ot a noraal a111taey organ1za~ion. 
I 
I 
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b . This is probably one reason wny over 40 per 
cent of the respondents had difficulty in 
getting a copy of the March 1aaue . Also vhy 
soae 51 per cent did not aee a copy in the 
saae 110nth. 
Recocae.ndat-1ona 
In concluding this theals aay the writer otrer the 
followi ng reeo~~endations to higher headquarters: 
l . Change the present distribution of THE AIRMAN 
magazine by: 
a. Taking it out of the hands of the Publication 
Distribution Officer at each base. 
b. Putting it in the hands of the Office or 
Intor.ation. Let this agency be responsible 
tor eatabliohing an efficient, atra&allned 
ayate. which wi~l insure ttaely distribution 
to all or;an1zat1ono on a base. 
e. Recommend that t he Office of Information es-
tablieh a system which will separate THE 
AIRMAN magazine from the maaa of other bulk 
Air Foree publications. If neceaaary, separate 
handling with p~iority delivery service to each 
organization ia desirable. 
2 . Change the ratio of d1atr1but1on to one copy for 
every five persona in the Air Foree. Data in this 
study doea not support the 1-10 ratio &a being the 
OLO&t desirable in obtaining aaxia\la readership. 
The readership curve swings more toward a 1-5 ratio. 
J. Conduct more exploratOry studiea or this or a 
similar nature at other Air Force bases. Further 
experiments can reJect or confirm the results of 
this study. Perhaps even establish the ~nadequaeiea 
of the present distribution as being universal to 
the Air Force as a whole. 
I 
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Systematic research sho~ld be conducted by adalnlatra~ive 
planners before any new Air Force periodicals are established 
1n the future. Data froa such s~udies can: 
a. provide Justification tor the es~bliar~ent 
ot a periodical 
b. el1JD1nate the "gueaa work" !'rom what con-
stitutes an equitable distribution ratio 
c. pi npoint the readership audience, and 
d. establish adequate diatribut~on channels 
tor circulating the sodium to tho audience. 
BlBLlOO RAP h'Y 
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JUNE 1960 - ON-THE- SPOT 
AIRMAN MAGAZINE QUES'l'IONNAIRE 
This questionnaire to be admi nistered "on- the- spot" by selected 
i n t ervi ewers i mmedi ately after they have observed military persons 
reading THE AIRMAN Magazine . 
1 . What did the person do with the copy of THE Aiffi~AN Magazine 
he was readi ng? {NOTE: Int erviewer should observe this action 
and wri te in what happened.) 
NOTE TO I NTERVIEWER: 
with hi s copy of THE 
que stions: 
After you have observed wha t the person did 
Aiffi~AN ~agazine, please ask him the following 
2. Where did you get THE AIRMAN magazine you have Just read? 
3. Is 
AIRl'llAN 
this the first time ~have seen 
MAGAZI NE? L___/ YES 
the JUNE issue 
LJ NO of THE 
If NO, wherelse have you seen it? ________________________________ _ 
4. Are you a r egular monthly r eader of THE AIRMAN magazine? 
LJ '{es CJ No 
If ~0, how often do you read it? ________________________________ __ 
5. 'Nha t article{ a) did you read in the JUNE i ssue of THE AIR!IAJI 
r~agazine? 
NOTE TO INTERVIEWER: Don't let person pick up magazine to r efresh 
his memory . If he can ' t name the article{s) by title, let him 
describe what it was i n his own words . 
6. Would you please describe what was on the cover or the JUNE issue or THE AIRY~ magazi ne . __________________________________ __ 
NOTE TO I NTERVIEWER: Again don't let person pick up the magazine 
to refresh his memory. 
APPENDIX C 
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JUNE ISSUE 
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NOTE: The first seven questions refer speeifiea11y to the JUNE 
1960 issue. Answer these seven ques tions based on this 
issue only. The remainder apply to THE AIRMAN magazine 
in general. 
1. Have you seen the JUNE 1960 issue of THE AIRMAN magazine? 
(please cheek applicable box). 
c:J YES c:J NO 
IF YES, PLEASE CONTINUE AND ANSWER ALL THE QUESTIONS. 
IF NO;' PLEASE ANSWER QUESTIONS 8 through 14 and fill in 
the1nformation at the bottom of the last page. 
2. •~ere did you see the JUNE i ssue of THE AIRNAN magazine? 
(please cheek appliealbe box or boxes). 
J. 
Technical Order Room 
Flight Room 
Day room 
Office where I work 
Other (please write in where) __________________ __ 
How long ago d i d you see the JUNE issue of THE AIRMAN magaz i ne? 
(pleaae cheek applicable box) 
Within the past few days 
One week ago 
Two weeks ago 
Three weeks ago 
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4. What did you do with ehe copy of ehe JUNE issue of THE AIRMAN 
magazine after reading or looking at it? (please check appli-
cable box) 
5. 
Returned magazine to where I found it 
Gave it to a friend 
Initialed ie and passed it to next section or office 
Filed it 
Other (please write in what you did With the magazine) 
How long d i d you keep THE AIRMAN magazine in your possessionf 
(please check applicable box) 
15 minutes or less 
30 minutes or lesa 
l hour or more 
1 day or longer 
filed permanently 
other (please write in how long you kept it) ________ _ 
6. What art icle(•) di d you enJoy reading most in the JUNE issue 
of THE AIRMAN magazine? (please list the article (s) by title 
or topic discussed as best as you can !rom memor;). 
1. Did you have difficulty in getting a copy of the JUNE issue of 
THE AIRMAN magazine? (please check applicable box) 
LJ YES /7 NO 
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8. If you answered YES in question 7 above, woul 4 you please 
i ndicate what made the magazine difficult to get. 
9. Are you a regular monthly reader of THE AIRMAN magazine? (please check applicable box) 
t=} YES LJ NO 
10. If you answered NO to question 9 above, how of~en do you 
read THE AIRMAN magazine? (please check applicable box) 
Every 2 months 
Every 3 monthS 
Every 6 months 
Other (please write in how often you read i t), ___ _ 
11 . Do you consider THE AIRMAN magazine a publication mainly 
tor: 
Officers 
Enlisted men 
All Air Force personnel 
12 . Is THE AIRMAN magazine made available to you i n such a way 
that it can be read conveniently? (please check appl icable box) 
13 . 
I I YES CJ NO 
If you answered NO to question 12 above, how would you like 
THE AIRMAN magazine made available to you? (please write reply below) _________________________ ___ 
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14. Do you feel that the pre~ent distribution ratio of 1 copy 
for every 10 military persons is sufficient to insure that 
you will see or read a copy of THE AIRMAN maga•1ne each 
month? (please check applicable box) 
CJ YES /7 NO 
PLEASE FILL Dl THE ADDITIONAL INJ!ORMATIOH BEU>ii: 
~~------------------------
ORGANIZATION ___________ __ 
JOB TITLE'----------------
MARITAL STATUS 
FORMAL EDUCATION: 
CJ SINGLE 
College graduate 
Some College 
High achool graduate 
Leaa than high school 
CJ MARRIED 
Thank you very much ror completing th1a, the final questionnaire, 
1n the study of TI!B AIRMAN magazine. 
H.J .T. 
APPENDIX D 
CAPSULED COMMENTS 
l~ADE BY MI Ll TARY PERSONNEL 
DIJRING TillE EXPERIMENT 
The wri t er t alked to many people dur ing t he peri od of the 
experiment. Many comments bot h good and bad wer e ~ade about 
THE AIRMAN magazi ne, Mos t of the conve rsation cent ered around 
distribution. Eve r ybody seemed t o have something to say about 
t he distributi on . A few of the expressi ons are inc l uded below. 
Co~~ents about di stribution 
"I wor k in a hangar and hardly ever get to see a copy 
because our boss won ' t let us read on- the- Job. 11 
( Ai rman Fi rs t Class, M&S Group ) 
"I woul d llke to get the magazine i n my ' sect i on. We 
have 49 peopl e assi gned in my section and I haven' t 
seen a magazine yet." (Staff Sergeant, Ai r Base Group) 
"Put mor e cop i es i n t he dayrooms of' all BQ.ua<lrons 
instead of work a r eas . In my shop we Just don ' t have 
time to read t he magazine . " ( Ai rman Second Cl ue, Ai r 
Base Gr oup) 
"An i ncrease in the numoer of copi es would sure help 
in units l ike mi ne where people are scattered over 
hell• s halt-acre . " (Techn i cal Sergeant , M&S Group) 
".URMAN magazine is delivered to our orti ce but at bes t 
onl y a cursory reading 1o possibl e before passi ng 1t 
on. A better p lace to pass out magazines would be in 
clubs, day rooms, d in ing halls and other such p l aces . " 
(Airman Third Class, Air Base Group) 
"A few copies should be sent t o t he officers• club 
for d isplay i n t he reading and TV room. " (Captain, 
Ai r Base Group) 
"How can I be a regular reader with such a haphazard 
distribution system. Sometimes I never see the 
magazine for three or tour months at a time . • (MaJor, 
Hq. AFCCDD) 
"I wish the magazines would come to my section earlier 
in the month eo they aren't a month old when I read 
theM." (Statf Sergeant, ACW Squadron) 
"Should be stocked and aold at all base exchanges 1n 
addition to the regular tree distribution.• (MaJor, 
Hq. APCCDD) 
"The magazine never get to my small section because 
the 'Wheels' at group sit on all the copies . • 
(Technical Sergeant, ACW Squadron) 
" 11' we have to read THE AIRMAN magazine on-the- Job, 
let•s get enough copies to all sections ao everybody 
gets a crack at reading it." (Airman Firat Claes, 
Hq. AFCCDD) 
"So .. ebody ahoul<l be ma<le responsible tor seeing to it 
that the magazine is delivered promptly each 110nth to 
all organ1zationa.• (Lieutenant, ACV Squadron) 
"We never get enough eopiea to even service half of 
our divisions.• (Airman Third Class, K&S Group) 
Comments about the magazine 
"A real moral booster that gets uny goo<! pointe 
acroao to airmen." (MaJor, HQ. APCCDD) 
"THE AIRMAN magazine is a good substitute for our 
ineffective education an<! inforaation prograaa . • 
(Lt. Colonel, Air Base V1ng) 
"Vhy should I bother rea.cSing an air:oena' magazine, 
I'm a Colonel and haven•t got time for such things . " (Colonel, .ADSID} 
"Never hear<! or it before, what is it, who puts it 
out." (Colonel, AFCRC} 
"AIRMAN magazine i s of excellent quality, very 
in1'ormative . • (Airman First Class, M&S Group) 
"I think it is an excel l ent magazine and fulfills 
a real need. It is usually difficult to find time 
to read more of 1t and not de lay paae ing 1t to 
others . " (Captain, Operations Group) 
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"Interesting and 1n1'ormat1ve, but not enough 
copies around.." (Airman Third Claa&, Air Base Group) 
"Copies to each indi vidual so we can take them 
home. My family likes t o read 1t too." (Staff 
Sergeant, Hdqtrs. Squadron Section) 
"I don 't like the title of the magazine, makes 
me think it's only t:or enlisted men. " (Lt . Colonel, 
ADSID) 
"I ' d like to read THE AlRMAN every month but never 
see it that regularly." (Airman Third Class, 
M&S Group) 
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P1gure 6, Edi.IC&tion StatUS or otti cere and Ai~en 
vho Partic i pated In The Three-Month EXperiment 
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MARCH APRIL JUNE 
Status No. $ No. ~ No. ~ 
Married 256 56 .5 298 60.0 193 57 .2 
Single 196 43 .5 198 40.0 144 42.8 
D = 452 D = 496 D • 337 
Table 32, ~~rital Status of Personnel Who Participated 
In The Three-Month Exper1ment 
Electronic s Adm1n1S- Mechan1 ..... 
ca_teaoMr No, 
" 
trativ: 
No . cal ~ No. 
Aircraft, missiles, 
space 301 58.2 143 28.4 308 61 .2 
careers in the 
Air Force 113 22 . 4 188 37 -2 97 19.1 
Experiences about 
airmen 73 14.4 77 15 .2 65 12.4 
Editorial, news 
and events 17 5 .0 96 19 .2 34 7-3 
Note: Denominator i s 504 respondents who replied to 
specific question on articles enJoyed most over 
the three-month period . 
Table 33, Readership Interest by Career Field Groupings 
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OFFICERS AIRMEN 
lin PAT' ~Ant lin PAT' ~Ant 
Brig. Gen. l 0.2 Master Sgt . 63 7 .2 
Colonel 25 6 .0 Technical Sgt . 106 12 . 1 
Lt . Colonel 25 6 . 0 Staff Sgt . 183 21.3 
MaJor 109 26 .4 Airmen l/C 205 23.6 
Captain 177 112. 5 Airmen 2d/C 222 25.5 
Lt. 79 18.9 Airmen 3d/ C 90 10. 3 
Total 416 officers Total 869 airmen 
Table 34, Rank Classificati on Of Respondents Who Participated 
In The Three-Month Experiment 
